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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The devastating wildfires of recent years, many triggered by electric power lines, have led to the biggest energy crisis in California since the Enron-driven fiasco two decades ago. The state’s largest utility, PG&E, is bankrupt due to wildfire liability claims, and all three major utilities have resorted to shutting off power to millions of people to prevent more fires.

While the grid needs to be safer, making it fully fireproof would take many years and cost billions of dollars. We would also be chasing a moving target, as climate change makes California increasingly prone to fire.

Yet the impacts of the 2019 power shutoffs are also unacceptable. Electricity is a life and death matter for the many people who rely on powered medical equipment. First responders can be crippled by outages, endangering public safety, and low-income communities can suffer financial hits they can’t afford.

Still, PG&E expects to rely on power shutoffs for the next decade, as they undertake the massive task of improving their sprawling grid.

Many Californians are taking matters into their own hands, resorting to diesel and gasoline backup generators, known as BUGs, to protect against outages. But relying on BUGs poses unacceptable safety, fire, and health risks, exacerbates inequities, and moves us backward on progress toward clean energy.

Fortunately, there is a better way. The combination of distributed solar power plus battery storage can protect customers from the impacts of outages while contributing to a safer and cleaner grid. California is a global leader in solar power, with over a million customer-sited systems, and is also in the vanguard of the emerging field of energy storage. Distributed solar + storage creates cost-effective synergies for a very wide range of applications, from streetlights to homes to microgrids.

In this report, we document the widespread impacts of power shutoffs in California and the drawbacks of conventional solutions. We document the risks of relying on dirty BUGs, including deaths from carbon monoxide poisoning, hazardous air pollution, and, ironically, fire hazards. We then show how solar + storage -- resilient clean energy -- can be used to cost-effectively provide small-, medium-, and large-scale solutions to reduce the harm from power shutoffs.

Most importantly for state and local policymakers, we propose a suite of policy solutions needed to secure a resilient clean energy future.

REPORT HIGHLIGHTS

In response to the devastating wildfire season of 2018, California utilities have stepped up the use of public safety power shutoffs (PSPS) during high-risk weather events in peak fire season, sometimes for many days at a time. While these shutoffs probably prevented fires and saved lives in 2019, they also imposed risks, costs, and inconveniences on millions of people.

Their most serious threats posed by the outages were to medically vulnerable customers who rely on powered medical equipment and cooling, critical facilities like police and fire stations, and low-income households and communities. They also imposed huge costs on small businesses, and sowed chaos in regions that were evacuating, as cell phones and traffic lights went out.

In response to these risks, utilities have proposed greatly expanding funding for conventional solutions, like burying power lines underground, grid hardening, and vegetation management. These measures are prudent to consider, but likely to be slow and expensive to implement, keeping California exposed for many years and further raising utility bills. Even as spending ramps up on grid maintenance, the CEO of PG&E has said that the company will likely need to
resort to power shutoffs for a decade as they slowly make improvements to their vast system.

Another conventional response is coming from customers themselves, who are deploying backup generators (BUGs) fueled by diesel, gasoline, and natural gas. These “dirty BUGs” have proven to be a menace. Nationwide, they cause an average of 80 deaths per year from carbon monoxide poisoning. In California, they have been implicated in almost 400 fires over the past decade. And because they often lack pollution controls, a single generator can put out hazardous air pollution equivalent to hundreds of cars. The Air Resources Board estimated that 125,000 BUGs were operated during the October 2019 PSPS events, with emissions equal to tens of thousands of heavy duty diesel trucks. BUG sales are up statewide, including at data centers in Silicon Valley, which are installing hundreds of megawatts of BUGs.

A better solution is distributed solar power plus batteries. California is the king of distributed solar, with over a million rooftop systems already saving customers money and reducing pollution. Rapid price declines for batteries, thanks to incentive programs and the growth of the electric vehicle industry, are making energy storage a viable option for many homes and businesses.

Combining distributed solar and battery storage -- like chocolate and peanut butter -- makes resilient solar, which can serve customers’ most important power needs through outages, indefinitely if the system is sized correctly and the sun shines each day. And when the grid is operating normally, solar + storage produces clean energy, cuts utility bills, and helps move California toward a low-carbon future. Resilient solar acts as an insurance policy against power outages, while also helping us fight climate change and build our green economy.

Because solar and storage are modular technologies, they can be deployed in many configurations, from small to large, to solve the problems caused by outages.

- **Small-scale solutions** can be a single solar panel with a battery, like solar-powered street lights and stop lights. As people fled the Paradise fire in 2018, for example, cars on the highway sat surrounded by flames, stuck in a chaotic traffic jam exacerbated by dark traffic lights. The chaos can be compounded as shutoffs take down cell phone networks, since transmitters often have only short-term backups. Portable batteries and solar panels can provide reliable long-term power for people with medical equipment, or who live in apartments.

- **Medium-scale solutions** can keep the power on for individual buildings, including homes, businesses, and critical facilities that protect public safety. Fire stations in Fremont use solar and storage to make sure the fire department can still operate communications, lights, and computers. For homes, it can help people stay informed with news about emergency conditions, stay in touch with first responders and family, power life-saving medical equipment, and keep food and medicine from spoiling. For business, it can prevent financial losses from lost business and spoiled merchandise.

- **Large-scale solutions**, such as clean microgrids, can power campuses or clusters of buildings. The microgrid at Blue Lake Rancheria, in Humboldt County, was a shining star during the October 2019 outages, providing services to 13,000 visitors and saving the lives of seven medically vulnerable people.

- **An emerging opportunity** is electric cars, which can serve as batteries on wheels, providing power to a building during an outage and being recharged by the building’s solar panels. The state has a goal of putting 5 million EVs on the road by the end of the decade.

Solar has also been scaled up to grid proportions, and now provides about 20 percent of California’s electricity. Batteries too are being deployed at the megawatt-scale.

---

1. Energy Information Administration, 2019 data through October, includes 13% from utility-scale and 7% from small-scale systems under 1 MW. https://www.eia.gov/electricity/data/browser
POLICY SOLUTIONS

While the technology, economic, and market trends for solar + storage are strong, a suite of state-level policies is needed to allow resilient clean energy to quickly and meaningfully protect the medically vulnerable, low-income people and communities, and critical public safety facilities during this era of wildfires and planned power outages.

We recommend the following policy approaches, with greater detail presented in Section 5.

- **Maintain and expand distributed energy policies:** Good policies have made California a leader in deploying distributed energy, but those policies must be maintained and strengthened. Distributed solar and storage should be fully valued through fair net metering and rate design, interconnection should be quick and easy, and incentive programs should be continued as needed. Microgrids face a number of obsolete barriers that should be removed, such as the “over the fence” rule. Solar + storage should be counted toward “resource adequacy” requirements for utilities and community choice energy programs, allowed to fully participate in markets for ancillary services, and taken seriously as “non-wires alternatives” in grid planning.

- **Focus on medically vulnerable customers:** Lives must never be at risk from power outages, so people dependent on powered medical equipment must be the top priority in planning for PSPS events. But more information and better warnings are not enough; we need to help medically vulnerable people in a variety of living situations deploy resilient clean energy solutions, such as by making solar + storage systems eligible for medical insurance programs.

- **Focus on low-income communities and communities of color:** Low income households and communities of color are often hit “first and worst” by pollution and by disasters. Power shutoffs can be an economic catastrophe for people living on the edge, resulting in lost wages, food, and security. Grid resilience efforts should prioritize safety for these communities. For example, the “equity resiliency” reform of the Self Generation Incentive Program (SGIP) is a good step, but will require proactive outreach via trusted organizations to overcome the barriers that low-income customers face and may need more funding depending on demand. Policies should support “community resilience hubs” that are accessible to low-income people and deployment of resilient clean energy on tribal lands. Lastly, emissions from fossil backup generators should be more tightly regulated to protect public health.

- **Focus on critical facilities and schools:** Critical facilities, such as police and fire stations, shelters, hospitals, elder care facilities, and many others, are the bedrock of public safety. Since PSPS events happen in fire season, keeping first responders fully operational is doubly important. Deployment of resilient clean energy on thousands of critical facilities should be accelerated through a statewide financing program along with technical assistance, and in some cases through mandates. A special opportunity for rapid deployment is to add batteries to the approximately 2,000 California schools that already have solar. In addition to educating children, schools serve as emergency shelters and feed thousands of low-income children every day.

- **Provide state financing for local infrastructure:** Now that solar + storage and microgrid technologies are ready to deploy, we need easy, scalable, and low-cost financing. Prop 13, a measure on the March 2020 ballot that could raise $15 billion for schools, could be used to fund resilient energy systems if passed. But other critical facilities, like police and fire stations, need a funding source to deploy resilient clean energy at scale. The state Infrastructure and Economic Development Bank (iBank) could provide a good vehicle for a multi-billion dollar financing plan.

- **Take microgrid R&D to the next level:** Now that the California Energy Commission has helped prove microgrid feasibility, further research and development should focus on driving down costs, easing deployment, and exploring how clean
microgrids can replace conventional grid solutions and high-risk power lines. Standardizing microgrid designs could be a big cost saver for gas stations, schools, and other replicable applications.

- **Integrate energy resilience into emergency planning and response:** Local governments should be aided in developing energy assurance plans, and executing on those plans to deploy resilient clean energy. Communities should add batteries to the million distributed solar systems already in place to provide distributed community resilience.

Even as utilities spend billions of ratepayer dollars on conventional fixes to the grid, planned power outages are bound to be a reality in California for years and maybe decades to come. Our huge power grid will keep aging, climate change will keep making weather more extreme, and utilities will continue to be financially liable for damages from fires caused by their equipment.

In this sobering vision of the future, resilient clean energy is a ray of hope. It is an insurance policy, making outages less harmful to Californians while keeping us moving toward our clean energy goals. It is both a response to a changing climate, and a solution to climate change. That’s why boosting resilient clean energy should be a central element of the state’s plan to address wildfires and power outages.
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INTRODUCTION

While California’s traditional “endless summer” has made fire a natural part of the landscape, the steady rise in temperatures due to climate change has increased the risk and severity of fires. The California climate is becoming hotter and drier, according to research from Berkeley Earth (see the figure below). Millions of acres of trees, killed by drought and beetle infestations, are ready kindling. Decades of fire suppression has helped make forests more prone to hotter and more devastating fires.

Californians have favored suburban homes for decades, and now as skyrocketing urban home prices further push people into the wildland-urban interface in search of affordable housing, the consequences of wildfire are becoming more expensive and more deadly. About half of the new housing built between 1990 and 2010 is in the interface. Now two million homes, or about 15 percent of all homes in the state, are in zones that are at “high or extreme risk” for wildfire, according to the Center for Insurance Policy and Research.²

Stringing together California’s communities -- like a fuse -- is our century-old electricity system. The state has many thousands of miles of high voltage transmission lines, linking power plants and cities in a vast grid, and connecting us to the wider West. We have over 240,000 miles of lower-voltage wires, running throughout our cities and rural areas, bringing power down to the customer level. Such a vast system, often sited on difficult terrain and through remote forests, has been a challenge to maintain, and utilities have been accused of failing to adequately prioritize grid maintenance as climate change increases the threat. In addition, our grid is highly connected -- if some lines fail, they can black out major areas.

---

All of these factors -- hotter and drier summers, forests made denser by drought and firefighting, more semi-rural homes, and a farflung, highly integrated and aging grid -- have come together in a series of catastrophes.

Ten of the twenty worst wildfires in state history happened in 2017 and 2018. In 2017, the Tubbs fire reached into the city of Santa Rosa, leveling the suburban neighborhood of Coffey Park, destroying 5,636 structures, killing 22 people, and causing a mass evacuation.\(^3\) The Bay Area was smothered in the smoke from the fire for nearly two weeks, registering the most polluted air in the world.\(^4\)

The 2018 fire season was even worse, with 310 fires burning an area of 1,618,033 acres, according to CalFire.\(^5\) The worst was the Camp Fire, which in October destroyed the town of Paradise in a matter of hours, killing 85 people and burning 18,804 buildings. It was the deadliest and most destructive wildfire in California history. The Ranch and Carr fires, which both started in July and burned through the end of the year, burned four times as much area, though with less property damage and loss of life.

Additional fires were seen up and down the state in 2019, including the Woolsey fire in Los Angeles and Ventura counties, which burned 1,643 structures and killed three people.

### CALIFORNIA WILDFIRES SINCE 2013

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>YEAR</th>
<th>AREA IN ACRES</th>
<th>NUMBER OF INCIDENTS &gt; 10 ACRES</th>
<th>FATALITIES</th>
<th>STRUCTURES DAMAGED OR DESTROYED</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>523,966</td>
<td>159</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>462</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>620,000</td>
<td>7800</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>568</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>890,000</td>
<td>8700</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3217</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>660,000</td>
<td>184</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>821</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
<td>1,566,344</td>
<td>436</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>11,643</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018</td>
<td>1,618,033</td>
<td>310</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>23,145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2019</td>
<td>253,321</td>
<td>6,872</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>732</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TOTAL</strong></td>
<td><strong>6,131,664</strong></td>
<td><strong>24,461</strong></td>
<td><strong>147</strong></td>
<td><strong>40,588</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A disturbing number of these fires were caused by power lines, including the massive Camp Fire that destroyed Paradise. Regulators have estimated that utility equipment has been the cause of 2000 fires over the past three years. High winds can blow branches into wires, can cause wires to sway and contact, and can break key parts of transmission towers.

The massive financial liabilities for the damage from the 2017 and 2018 fires, over $20 billion, drove PG&E into bankruptcy, and have spurred ongoing discussions among policymakers about how the utility should be reformed or reorganized to better prioritize public safety.

But as the legal and regulatory questions play out, the seasons roll on, and the 2019 fire season was set to be another bad one. In response, state regulators approved the use of Public Safety Power Shutoffs (PSPS), letting utilities cut power in high risk areas when dry winds and other weather factors boost the risk of wire-induced fires.

All three major California utilities, and PG&E especially, resorted to PSPS events in the fall fire season of 2019. Over the course of seven events, PG&E cut power to as many as 941,000 customers across 38 counties. The average duration of each outage was as high as 55 hours, but some customers reported being out for many days.

---
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PG&E PUBLIC SAFETY POWER SHUTOFF (PSPS) EVENTS IN 2019

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>JUNE 8-9</th>
<th>SEPT. 23-26</th>
<th>OCT. 5-6</th>
<th>OCT. 9-12</th>
<th>OCT. 23-25</th>
<th>OCT. 26 - NOV. 1</th>
<th>NOV. 20-21</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Customers affected (approx.)</td>
<td>22,000</td>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>11,000</td>
<td>732,000</td>
<td>177,000</td>
<td>941,000</td>
<td>50,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Counties affected</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avg. duration of outage (hours)</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: CPUC

The PSPS policy seems to have successfully avoided significant fires in 2019. While there is suspicion that the Kincaid fire in Napa and Sonoma counties was caused by high voltage lines that had not been shut down, overall PG&E claims the PSPS prevented many fires during the high wind events of October 9-11. Indeed, San Diego Gas & Electric has been using the PSPS strategy to reduce fire risk since 2008.

While some planned power outages appear necessary in the short term to protect public safety, they are not a sustainable primary solution over the long-term. Power shutoffs bring their own risks and impacts.

- People with disabilities, especially those that rely on powered medical equipment, are especially at risk. As one advocate for people with disabilities said at a CPUC workshop on the shutoffs, “When you shut off power you are creating an emergency for large parts of the community.”

- Emergency response services and key infrastructure that lose power can become unable to serve the community, putting lives at risk. These “critical facilities,” such as police and fire stations, hospitals, 911 call centers, shelters, and cell phone networks, are the first line of defense needed in any kind of disaster.

- Low-income families and communities are less able to absorb lost income as businesses shut down, less able to make backup plans for kids as schools close, and less able to replace spoiled food. Investing in contingency plans and backup power is often out of the question.

- Businesses can see substantial financial losses. Lawrence Berkeley National Lab has estimated that short power interruptions can cost hundreds of dollars for residential customers, but thousands for commercial and hundreds of thousands for large industrial customers. Long outages can be even more expensive. While total losses from the PSPS shutoffs have not been calculated, one quick estimate found the cost could be in the billions of dollars.

---

While billions of dollars in outage-related losses is a massive cost to be borne by the people of California, it is likely to be less than the cost of and harm from damages from rampant wildfires.

Indeed, the PSPS is not going away any time soon. PG&E CEO Bill Johnson has told regulators that it may take 10 years to make the system safe, and that the utility will likely use power shutoffs to prevent wildfires every fire season until then.¹³

This “new abnormal” for California’s power system has provoked an uproar from policymakers and the public. “We’re seeing a scale and scope of something that no state in the 21st century should experience,” Governor Gavin Newsom said at an October 10 press conference. “What’s happened is unacceptable and it’s happened because of neglect.”¹⁴

While California is a wealthy economy, that wealth is by no means evenly distributed, and many customers cannot afford a large increase in utility bills to pay for improvements. The solutions we pursue will have to be effective, but they will also have to be as affordable as possible. We must place a priority on protecting those most at risk from fires and power outages -- medically vulnerable customers, low-income households and communities of color, and the public safety infrastructure.

We must place a priority on protecting those most at risk from fires and power outages -- medically vulnerable customers, low-income households and communities of color, and the public safety infrastructure.

For those who are able to pay for resiliency solutions, we must continue existing supportive policies, point people away from dirty energy resources, and maximize the societal benefit of their clean investments. Policies can help ensure that clean energy is deployed in ways that help everyone. While state policies have long sought to create affordable, clean, and reliable energy, we now must increase the emphasis on equity, resilience, and public safety.

Indeed, we need to stay on the clean energy path we have established, heading for a 100 percent zero-emission power system no later than 2045. Considering that climate change is a prime driver of the fire-prone conditions we face, and that California plays an important policy leadership role worldwide, it would be unacceptable to abandon that pursuit.

Fortunately, clean energy technologies are now some of the cheapest ways to provide power. The remarkable synergies of solar power and batteries, scalable to practically any size, are a uniquely effective tool for reducing wildfire risks, limiting the impact of power shutoffs, and fighting climate change, all at once.

In this report we are going to explore the ways that clean energy can be resilient energy, how resilient clean energy can capture multiple benefits when properly deployed, and the policies needed to deploy the right solutions and avoid the wrong solutions.

---


PRIORITY THREATS FROM POWER OUTAGES

While power outages can impose major costs and inconvenience on everyone, electricity service for customers with health conditions who rely on powered medical equipment or cooled medication can be a matter of life and death. First responders and other emergency and “critical” facilities need electricity to serve the community during outages and disasters, especially for communications, lighting, and temperature control. Disadvantaged communities often have fewer resources of their own to respond to outages, and are less able to afford the financial losses.

MEDICALLY VULNERABLE CUSTOMERS

Electricity can be a matter of life or death for people who rely on electricity to power medical equipment. The US Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) currently identifies 175,907 “electricity dependent” people in California who rely on electricity to power life-saving medical equipment in their homes, though this includes only the 5.6 million in-state Medicaid and Medicare beneficiaries and is therefore not comprehensive. The largest number of people in the HHS count is in Los Angeles County, with 35,000. Riverside, San Diego, San Bernardino, and Orange County all have over 10,000 electricity dependent customers in the HHS count.

As shown in the map, many people on Medicare or Medicaid with medical equipment live in rural areas and small towns that were subject to PG&E PSPS events, especially around Redding and Red Bluff, Oroville, Vacaville, and Sonoma County.

Electricity Dependent Medicare/Medicaid Recipients Subject to PG&E Oct 9 Power Shutoffs

16 For an online interactive version of this map showing the overlap of electricity dependent people PSPS regions, see http://arcg.is/0HnCf9.
Still others are vulnerable in other ways. Seniors can be trapped in apartments due to elevator outages, or have cars trapped by a powered garage door. “Some devices aren’t really medical devices, but are still needed for living,” says Melissa Kasnitz, attorney for the Center for Accessible Technology. “The definition of vulnerable people is broader than just those who are ‘electricity dependent.’”

California customers with medical needs can enroll in a “medical baseline” rate for electricity. Under tiered rates, all residential customers get an allotment of energy every month at the lowest price available on their rate. Medical baseline customers get an additional allotment of electricity and/or gas each month to cover their additional needs. PG&E, for example, has about 193,000 customers on medical baseline rates, or about 3 percent of their residential customers.  

Medical baseline applicants can further have their medical providers certify if they “require the use of life support devices” or if heating or cooling is “medically necessary.” About 117,000 PG&E customers have received this certification, however PG&E doesn’t track the type or severity of risk if the power is shut off. In addition, an unknown number of electricity dependent customers are not enrolled in the utilities’ medical baseline programs, with some unaware that the programs exist. Customers who live in a master metered facility, such as in a mobile home park or group living homes, can’t be on medical baseline. The PSPS has raised the importance of determining which customers are electricity dependent, and utilities and public service agencies are working to identify and get better insight to the electrical needs of these customers.

They are also scrambling to come up with effective strategies for helping electricity dependent people during shutoffs.

The first step is notification: Utilities and agencies have been actively urging medical baseline customers to sign up for PSPS notifications, but due to language or technology barriers, not all are getting the message. Local agencies are resorting to phone trees and door knocking to reach customers. The City of Berkeley works through a program called BEACON, a network of local organizations and individuals that provide services to people with disabilities.

---

18 Susan Norris, Medical Baseline Product Manager, PG&E, personal communication, January 21, 2020.
19 PG&E, Medical Baseline program application, https://www.pge.com/includes/docs/pdfs/myhome/saveenergymoney/financialassistance/medicalbaseline/medbaseline_application_eng_v2.pdf
The next step is mitigation: Even if they are notified in advance, not all electricity dependent people are able to respond to an outage, or are ready for a multi-day outage. Those who live in apartment buildings or independent living facilities may be unable to deploy their own rooftop solar + battery systems, or backup generators. They may have extra batteries for their equipment but those may not last long enough to ride out a multi-day outage. Evacuating these customers to an appropriate location with power can be difficult, especially in the chaos of a major emergency.

CRITICAL FACILITIES

Another major risk to public health and safety is when power is shut off to critical facilities -- facilities that “are considered so vital to the United States that their incapacitation or destruction would have a debilitating effect on security, national economic security, national public health or safety,” according to the Department of Homeland Security (DHS).21

What exactly qualifies as a critical facility varies by the agency and program, and often by context. In terms of power outages, some facilities are more “electricity dependent” than others; a bridge, for example, is critical infrastructure but might not be impaired by a power outage.

DHS lists 16 broad critical infrastructure sectors, such as the transportation and chemical sectors. In their de-energization order, the CPUC used the DHS guidelines and input from parties to define the following list of critical facilities to be prioritized for restoration and communication during PSPS events.22

The list includes:

Emergency Services Sector
- Police Stations
- Fire Station
- Emergency Operations Centers

Government Facilities Sector
- Schools
- Jails and prisons

Healthcare and Public Health Sector
- Public Health Departments
- Medical facilities, including hospitals, skilled nursing facilities, nursing homes, blood banks, health care facilities, dialysis centers and hospice facilities

Energy Sector
- Public and private utility facilities vital to maintaining or restoring normal service, including, but not limited to, interconnected publicly-owned utilities and electric cooperatives

Water and Wastewater Systems Sector
- Facilities associated with the provision of drinking water or processing of wastewater including facilities used to pump, divert, transport, store, treat and deliver water or wastewater

Communications Sector
- Communication carrier infrastructure including selective routers, central offices, head ends, cellular switches, remote terminals and cellular sites

Chemical Sector
- Facilities associated with the provision of manufacturing, maintaining, or distributing hazardous materials and chemicals.

A number of other facilities were proposed or prioritized by parties in the proceeding, and utility

---

wildfire plans have their own lists. The CPUC said they would revisit the definitions based on experience.

Some facilities missing from the original CPUC list include:

- Government agencies essential to national defense
- Major evacuation centers and shelters, including “community resilience hubs” that provide warm or cool space and other resources
- Major public transportation facilities such as airports, bus stations, transit rail and ferries
- Public housing or other affordable housing
- Paratransit fleet vehicle operators

The CPUC has since designated additional types of customers as eligible for the SGIP Equity Resiliency budget, including emergency operation centers, smaller-sized grocery stores and markets, independent living centers and food banks.23

There are tens of thousands of critical facilities in California. According to the Governor’s Office of Emergency Services, California has:24

- 874 fire departments with 3,209 stations
- over 500 law enforcement agencies with 1,013 police stations
- 7,542 shelters in FEMA’s National Shelter System
- 592 emergency (911) call centers (a.k.a. Public Safety Answering Points)
- 11,134 schools
- 38 prisons and 123 county jails
- 545 acute care hospitals, 1,828 primary care clinics, 1,235 skilled nursing facilities, 907 hospice centers, among other health care facilities

23 CPUC. “Self-generation Incentive Program Revisions Pursuant To Senate Bill 700 And Other Program Changes”. January 16, 2020, http://docs.cpuc.ca.gov/PublishedDocs/Published/GO00/M325/K579/325979689.PDF

24 To see an online map of these critical facilities in California, overlaid with high-risk fire zones and one PSPS event, go to https://arcg.is/1zjvCO.
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**Resilient Clean Energy For California**

**There are tens of thousands of critical facilities in California—facilities that need reliable power to protect public health and safety.**

The disruptions caused by power outages can seriously impair critical facilities and public safety. Here are just a few examples from recent power outages.

**CELL PHONE SERVICE**

California has an estimated 150,000 cell phone antennas. Loss of cell phone service prevented people in the 2018 Paradise fire from calling for help and was again a problem in 2019, including outages for over half of antennas in Marin County in the October PSPS.26

In 2008, in response to widespread outages after Hurricane Katrina, the Federal Communications Commission ordered cell phone carriers to install backup power at towers. But the wireless industry challenged the order in court and won on procedural grounds, and the FCC dropped the effort.27 The CPUC’s Public Advocates Office has filed a motion to require hours or days of backup power, as would the proposed SB 431 from Sen. Mike McGuire (D-Healdsburg). Cell phone towers will need multiday backup power to be truly resilient to multiday PSPS events.

“The failure of our communications systems in emergencies is a life or death matter, and one that must be addressed immediately,” said Ana Maria Johnson, program manager with the Public Advocates Office. In November of 2019, the CPUC opened a proceeding that may lead to further action.

**ASSISTED LIVING FACILITIES**

Retirement homes, assisted living facilities, and other housing can be deeply affected by power outages. In the October 2019 power shutoffs, a retirement home in Novato, The Villas at Hamilton, lost power for two days.28 About a third of the Villas’ 140 residents are reportedly too old, sick or cognitively impaired to care for themselves during an extended outage. At least 20 seniors with wheelchairs and walkers were essentially trapped for two days, as elevators shut down. Battery backups for hallway lighting ran out after 12 hours.

At a retirement home in Novato in an October 2019 planned power outage, at least 20 seniors with wheelchairs and walkers were essentially trapped for two days, as elevators shut down.

**HOSPITALS**

The state Office of Emergency Services estimated that there were 248 hospitals in the regions that lost power in early October 2019.29 State regulations require hospitals to have large diesel backup generators with onsite fuel storage, and hospitals reported that they were largely not disrupted by the outages.

But a number of health clinics -- which are not required to have backup power -- were closed, including those run by St. Joseph Health and the Santa Rosa Community Health clinics, while many hospitals canceled elective surgeries. John Muir Health in Walnut Creek moved medications that

---

need refrigeration from clinics affected by the power outage to clinics where power was maintained. The humanitarian organization Direct Relief found in late 2019 that only 44 percent of the community health centers they surveyed across the state had any backup power at all.

In the 2011 San Diego county blackout, a backup generator at Scripps Mercy Hospital in Chula Vista failed for two hours, forcing officials to transfer seven patients, including five on emergency battery-powered ventilators, to other hospitals. Scripps Health Chief Executive Chris Van Gorder announced plans to spend $1 million on a second generator. “I like redundancy, so we’ll do whatever it takes,” he said. “Cost will not be an issue.”

**TRANSPORTATION INFRASTRUCTURE**

The Caldecott Tunnel delivers 181,000 commuters a day through the Oakland hills. When PG&E warned of a possible power shutoff, Caltrans rapidly deployed a set of temporary generators to power the lights, ventilation, and safety systems for the tunnel. As a longer term solution, they placed an order for a $6 million generator that will be installed in early 2020.

In a report on the 2011 San Diego outage, the North American Electricity Reliability Corporation (NERC) reported that the power failure “occurred near rush hour, on a business day, snarling traffic for hours. Schools and businesses closed, some flights and public transportation were disrupted, water and sewage pumping stations lost power, and beaches were closed due to sewage spills.”

**SCHOOLS**

Schools typically serve as emergency shelters in communities hit by disasters, and feed thousands of kids through free and reduced price meal programs. Yet due to wildfires and PSPS events, 1,510 schools, serving more than 587,000 students, were closed between October 23 and November 1, 2019.

School and community leaders are keenly aware of the problem.
“I think in those areas specifically served by PG&E we all feel a need to develop a plan,” Superintendent Ron Carruth, of the El Dorado Union High School District, told EdSource. “They have said publicly that this is a condition that will exist for the next 10 years. We have to find a way to not be dependent on PG&E, so we don’t have a school year disrupted like we had for the last two weeks.”

The District, just east of Sacramento, “flipped the switch” on 3.2 MW of solar on four school campuses in September. While the projects will save $12.8 million over 25 years, and were financed by the installer, they are not paired with batteries so will not provide power during outages. The District is planning to put a $120 million facilities bond on the ballot on March 3 that could be used to buy backup batteries to keep the electricity on during power outages.

Given the long list of critical facilities in California, these events provide only a small sample of the widespread disruptions that can be caused by power outages, and the large expenses incurred by customers providing their own backup solutions.

**THREATS TO LOW-INCOME HOUSEHOLDS AND COMMUNITIES OF COLOR**

While all communities may suffer from power outages, low-income households and communities of color are likely to suffer more. Low-income households and communities of color have fewer resources to rely on in the event of an emergency, and less ability to absorb financial losses from outages. Closed businesses can mean no work and no pay for hourly employees, who often live paycheck-to-paycheck. School closures can have families scrambling to find childcare and losing work and wages as parents stay home with kids. Medical care including access to prescription drugs can be compromised, as well as transportation when public transportation, street lights or gas stations don’t function. Finally, communities with high rates of respiratory problems are especially vulnerable to harmful pollution when fossil backup generators are widely used during a power outage. Taken together, these impacts of power outages can be terrifying and damaging to underserved communities.

**Low-income households and communities of color have fewer resources to rely on in the event of an emergency, and less ability to absorb financial losses from outages.**

Food security is an especially acute problem for low-income households. Many low-income families rely on school meal programs to feed their kids. A sufficiently long outage can cause refrigerated food to spoil, wasting potentially hundreds of dollars worth of groceries. Households that rely on the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP), school lunch programs, or other food assistance programs are especially at risk.

---


“School closures affect families differently,” said Tony Thurmond, state superintendent of public instruction. “Some families may not be able to make arrangements to stay home with their children or have healthy meals available at home. These students may be the same students that need school the most.”

The US Department of Agriculture, which runs the SNAP program, offers D-SNAP -- Disaster SNAP -- to help income-qualified households with food loss or damage caused by a natural disaster by providing replacement funds for food. To authorize the program, a state must declare a disaster, and the President and USDA must approve it. USDA approved two “mass replacement requests” after the PG&E power outages in October 2019, covering recipients in 28 California counties, allowing households to replace some of their SNAP benefit for the month.

Lastly, many low-income people and people with disabilities are renters in apartments. As such, they are unable to control their own energy choices in the same way homeowners can, with solar panels and batteries or even fossil backup generators (which cannot safely be located indoors, due to carbon monoxide emissions). While California’s Solar on Multifamily Affordable Housing (SOMAH) and Single Family Affordable Solar Housing (SASH) programs are helping bring solar to low-income and disadvantaged communities, these programs are limited by geography and housing type, as well as funding, so those programs cannot reach every low-income or disadvantaged community household in need.

---


41 See https://www.calsomah.org and https://gridalternatives.org/what-we-do/program-administration/sash for more information.
SIDEBAR: INTERVIEW WITH MICHAEL WARA

QUESTION:
How did we get into our current predicament, both the wildfires and the PSPS?

It has multiple causes. We built lots of suburban or exurban communities in the ’50s through ’80s, and the brush and trees have grown up around them, creating a lot of fuel. More homes means more overhead wires. Ignitions due to utility infrastructure come mostly from wind events, so if a fire starts it is rapidly spread.

Combine that with utility maintenance practices that tolerate a certain amount of failure in the grid, like when the first winter storm causes power lines to go out for a few hours, and PG&E comes out to fix the line—no big deal.

But climate change has now delayed the onset of rainy season, extending fire season into the fall. So now when those wind storms come and damage the lines they are happening with dry fuels instead of wet fuels.

All these things have led to risks accelerating over the past 12 to 15 years to an unacceptable level.

QUESTION:
How do we solve these problems?

The most important step is to think systematically about reducing risk for residents in high-threat areas. We shouldn’t think about risk in silos -- like grid resilience, or individual house hardening, or escape routes -- but about the whole constellation of actions. In energy, that means not just grid hardening but a comprehensive strategy that includes grid hardening when cost effective, combined with PSPS and microgrids.

Solar + storage is not a silver bullet, but it can keep people safe in certain contexts. We also have a need for speed. I filled out an application to get a Tesla PowerWall battery this week, and they called today and we are moving forward in a matter of weeks. Compare that to utility or forest management timelines, which are measured in years.

Of course, I can afford to write a check for two PowerWalls, but most people can’t. So we need a way for everybody to get the help they need.

We also need to help alleviate the problems small businesses are facing. A resilient community needs thriving small businesses, especially in small towns. PG&E is doing their “resilience zones,” kind of like a pop-up temporary microgrid, but we can do better than that. We can create resources for towns to help themselves, so they can keep the lights on downtown. And the same for critical infrastructure.

A key part of that is that policymakers need to solve the legal barriers to microgrids serving multiple owners and customers, like the over-the-fence...
problem. [See the example of the BEAT project on page 48.] Everyone has an interest in solving this problem.

I think the CPUC needs to break some china here. They would have the strong support of the state. In the high threat areas, PG&E has an enormous interest in making this happen. It may cause them to lose a little money in the long run from losing some of their monopoly. But until they can stop needing to use the PSPS, then they need to be willing to make some trades.

**QUESTION:**
Do you think the PSPS strategy is ever going away?

We do need to make PSPS less disruptive, but we have to acknowledge it is a tool in the toolbox. What would it take to put it away? The most striking fact to me is that SDG&E is using it more than it ever has, even after a decade of hardening the grid, sectionalizing, adding weather stations, etc. They invented this whole approach, but they are using PSPS more than ever.

I have not seen a solution where we don’t use PSPS a lot in the next 10 years. If PSPS is intolerable, then we need an alternative; otherwise, we have to live with it.

**QUESTION:**
Why not just take everybody off the grid with solar and batteries?

There are about 12 million single family homes in California. PSPS is a major problem for a million, and a lesser problem for another million, though that could grow with climate change. The other 5/6 of the houses in the state still need a good transmission and distribution grid, plus a wider Western market to move power around the region.

I don’t think we need solar + storage in every home in the state, but it has a different and unique value in fire country.

There is a wild card we need to keep in mind though. All the things PG&E wants to do to the grid are quite expensive. That means grid connection charges will go up on utility bills. If battery prices fall another 90 percent, like they have, that could lead to grid defection, where people use their solar and storage to disconnect from the grid. Solar has gotten cheap, and now batteries will enjoy the economies of scale from the growth of electric cars, so their prices could fall faster than solar.

Plus there’s the idea of using the Tesla Model 3 I already have in my driveway during outages. That battery is the size of three PowerWalls. I don’t know why I can’t have that power my house.

**QUESTION:**
Would public or cooperative ownership of the grid change things?

I think there are good and bad investor-owned utilities and public utilities when it comes to safety and management. No one has been able to tell me how public ownership necessarily improves safety. It can definitely cut costs, by getting access to lower cost capital. But if it takes years of fighting to set it up, it will create delays at a time when we can’t have delays.
CONVENTIONAL SOLUTIONS TO WILDFIRES AND OUTAGES

The catastrophic wildfires of recent years, the resulting bankruptcy of PG&E, and the use of Public Safety Power Shutoffs as a preventative measure, have triggered widespread anger and frustration at utilities. But the crisis has also spurred a rapidly growing list of ideas for solutions, ranging from simple tree trimming to full public ownership of the grid.

Most of the proposed solutions are conventional -- simply do more of what has been done in the past. While each of these conventional strategies to wildfires and outages can protect public safety in some ways, they are also expensive, slow to implement, or dangerous. Many would further lock in what is clearly an unsustainable, inequitable and unsafe power system.

GRID HARDENING, TREE AND BRUSH REMOVAL

A number of the major fires that have burned California in recent years were caused by the failure of power equipment. The Camp Fire, for example, which burned Paradise, California and killed 85 people, started when high winds blowing on PG&E transmission lines caused a line holder to break, dropping the live wire onto dry brush below.\(^{42}\)

The tower suspected of causing the fire was 99 years old.\(^{43}\)

California has 34,015 miles of high voltage transmission lines, and 147,007 miles of distribution lines above ground, and an additional 74,202 miles of underground lines which are almost entirely distribution lines in dense urban areas.\(^{44}\) There are almost 4 million power poles, plus 200,000 transmission line towers.

PG&E has the largest service territory of California utilities, serving 5.3 million customers in 48 counties. It has by far the most wires and towers, with two-thirds of the state’s above-ground wires and three-fourths of the transmission towers.

In their 2019 wildfire mitigation plan, PG&E reported that they removed 160,000 trees and cleared 760 miles of power line corridors of brush in 2018. In 2019, they planned to increase tree removals to 375,000 and clear 2,450 miles of corridors.\(^{45}\)

---


\(^{45}\) PG&E, Wildfire Mitigation Plan, CPUC docket R18-10-007, February 6, 2019, http://docs.cpuc.ca.gov/PublishedDocs/Bills/G000/M063/K67F/263673413.PDF
Utilities are also deploying other measures to reduce fire risk, such as using non-wood poles that don’t burn, wrapping wires to protect against short circuits, burying more lines, and installing rapid fault switches that shut off power before a broken wire hits the ground. Utilities can also use more precise digital controls to “sectionalize” the grid, allowing them to more finely control outages to specific areas. Greater situational awareness can come from distribution fault anticipation (DFA) technology, installing more weather stations that collect highly detailed information on wind, temperature, and dryness, and more video cameras, drones, and helicopters.

PG&E proposed all of these measures in their wildfire mitigation plan, with a total 2019 price tag of as much as $1.9 billion for capital investments and $885 million on operating expenses. Considering their approved revenue in 2019 was about $13 billion, this could result in a sizable rate increase.46

UNDERGROUNDING

While many people think burying lines underground -- “undergrounding” -- is the ultimate solution to reliability, this isn’t necessarily so. Undergrounding lines is slow and costly, and does not guarantee that the lines are safe from damage. Indeed, when there is damage, locating it and repairing it underground can take longer and be more expensive than with overhead wires.

As mentioned, the state has almost 75,000 miles of wires underground, but much of this was installed when urban neighborhoods were built. Converting above-ground distribution lines to underground in an already-built urban environment is extremely expensive, as much as $5 million per mile.47 A study for the City of Berkeley found that undergrounding 40 miles of distribution lines along major streets and wooded areas would cost over $200 million, more than $1600 per resident of the city. The study also calculated the benefits, and found that the largest benefit was “increased property values” for people who live near the undergrounded lines, often in the affluent Berkeley hills.48

According to one economist’s estimate, undergrounding transmission and distribution lines in PG&E’s fire risk zones would cost about $183 billion, while deploying microgrids could cost one-tenth as much.

Undergrounding distribution lines costs less in rural areas, ranging from $300,000 to $2 million per mile, but there are many more miles. Undergrounding high voltage transmission lines cost much more, with estimates exceeding $30 million per mile.49 The regulatory economist Richard McCann did a rough calculation of undergrounding costs, assuming that PG&E has 25,000 miles of distribution lines and 4,300 miles of transmission in wildfire risk zones. He calculates that undergrounding the lines in these zones would cost about $183 billion, while installing microgrids to serve a proportionate amount of load would cost about $13 billion.50

While microgrids may not be a solution for all customers in high fire risk zones, and a more detailed


engineering analysis is needed to confirm costs, the point is that resilient clean energy should be evaluated as a cost-effective alternative to undergrounding and other grid-hardening efforts. Like Borrego Springs, the best solution in some cases may be to live with periodic power shutoffs, but protect customers from harm -- and deliver other benefits -- with clean microgrids.

PG&E notes that “underground lines are not immune to weather damage and are vulnerable to equipment issues, lightning strikes, flooding, earthquakes, and excavation damage by a third party. When underground systems are damaged, locating fault areas and undertaking excavation processes can be time-consuming. Underground lines can take almost twice as long to repair when damage occurs.”

Still, in some cases undergrounding makes sense, and utilities do continue to put wires underground, under the Rule 20 program. Launched in 1967, the program has funded work on about 2500 miles of utility lines. The program allocates $95 million of credits across about 500 communities each year, which the communities save up to spend on underground conversion projects. Communities have built up credit balances of over $1 billion as of 2016. Southern California Edison and San Diego Gas & Electric reported spending over half a billion dollars on undergrounding projects between 2006 and 2015.

An audit of PG&E’s undergrounding program found that the company diverted $123 million into other programs between 2007 and 2016 (about 22 percent of the program budget), was completing fewer projects than planned, and was spending more per mile than typical projects should cost.

**FURTHER PLANNED POWER OUTAGES**

Given the high cost and slow timeline of grid improvements plus the state policy of “inverse condemnation” that assigns utilities financial liability for fires started by their infrastructure -- regardless of whether they are found to be negligent -- utilities are expected to continue resorting to Public Safety Power Shutoffs for years to come. PG&E CEO Bill Johnson said as much at a CPUC hearing on October 18, 2019.

“We recognize the hardship that the recent PSPS event caused for millions of people and want to continue working with all key shareholders to lessen this burden going forward,” Johnson wrote in a letter to the PUC. But it will probably be 10 years before the need for shut-offs is “really ratcheted down significantly,” Johnson said.

Johnson defended the PSPS as a life-saving measure. “At the same time, we ask our customers, their families, and our local and state leaders to keep in mind that statistic that matters most: there were no catastrophic wildfires.” Indeed, after the PSPS event of October 9-11, PG&E said they found more than 100 instances of damage or hazards to their de-energized equipment that could have started a fire, such as branches and trees that fell onto power lines.

San Diego Gas & Electric has been using power shutoffs to prevent wildfires since 2008, after their lines were implicated in starting the Witch Fire, which destroyed 1650 structures and killed two people. Southern California Edison didn’t use a power shutoff until 2017, while PG&E did not develop a policy

---


until 2018. In July 2018 the California Public Utilities Commission set standards on the reasonableness, notification, mitigation and reporting of power shutoffs, and in May 2019 they updated those standards. In August 2019, the CPUC also opened a second phase to look at impacts on “functional needs populations,” communication with customers, mitigation measures, coordination with emergency responders, and shutting off transmission lines.

Still, as Governor Newsom says, frequent and widespread power outages can’t be the new normal. They impose too many risks to public health and safety, and impose potentially huge costs on society. We need better strategies to deal with wildfire risk.

**FOSSIL BACKUP GENERATORS (BUGS)**

The power outages have led many customers to seek their own solutions, often in the form of a gasoline- or diesel-fueled generator. These fossil backup generators -- sometimes called BUGs -- have a low initial purchase cost, but they come with a host of risks and problems.

**CARBON MONOXIDE POISONING**

Safety is the biggest risk with BUGs, both for the health of the user and for the risk of starting a fire. BUGs are implicated in an average of 80 deaths per year from carbon monoxide (CO) poisoning, according to the Consumer Products Safety Commission. Another 20,000 people visit the emergency room and more than 4,000 are hospitalized each year from carbon monoxide poisoning from BUGs.

Commonly, an inexperienced user will set up a portable generator either in a home, a basement, or an attached garage, and fill the house with the odorless and invisible carbon monoxide exhaust. In one devastating example, a single dad and his seven children were found dead in their Maryland home in 2015 after setting up a generator in their kitchen. Their power had been shut off for non-payment of their utility bill.

A 5 kilowatt portable gasoline generator, big enough to power a home, produces carbon monoxide at a rate equivalent to 450 cars. Emission rates as low as 27 grams of CO per hour continuously for 18 hours can result in dangerous levels of concentration, while generators tested by the National Institute for Standards and Technology (NIST) emitted CO at a rate of 500 to 4,000 grams per hour. The BUG industry has strongly resisted mandates from the Consumer Products Safety Commission (CPSC) to cut carbon monoxide emissions, even though it is technically feasible.

---

56 CPUC Electric Safety and Reliability Branch, “Resolution ESRB-8: Resolution Extending De-energization Reasonableness, Notification, Mitigation and Reporting Requirements in Decision 12-04-024 To All Electric Investor Owned Utilities,” July 12, 2018.
58 They are also sometimes called small off-road engines, or SOREs.
FIRE HAZARD

Ironically, in the context of wildfires and power outages, BUGs also pose a fire hazard. From 2009 through 2017, BUGs were involved in 387 fires in California alone, according to state data, an average of 43 fires annually. These fires caused over $19 million in damage and injured 15 civilians and firefighters. Just over half of the fires were caused by generator equipment failure, while the rest involved user error of some kind. The bulk of the fires were in houses or outdoors, burning nearly 3500 acres of crops and wild lands.\(^6^4\)

While the OSFM fire data is not detailed enough to say why the generators were being used, there have been anecdotal reports of BUGs causing fires during the 2019 PSPS outages. For example, El Dorado County Fire Chief Lloyd Ogan told the Chronicle that his department responded to three generator-caused fires during the October 2019 outages, including one started by a 90-year old man in Nevada County when he ran his 30-year old generator next to his garage.\(^6^5\)

The fire risk of BUGs is so high that this year the CPSC required safety recalls for almost 250,000 generators sold by Honda, Yamaha, and Firman due to their potential to leak fuels and start fires.\(^6^6\)

An additional risk is posed by the fuel stored on site for the generators. Cans of gasoline and propane are extremely flammable, even explosive. A standard 5 kilowatt generator could consume around 18 gallons of gasoline during a 24 hour period. Getting more gasoline during a power outage can be difficult, due to high demand, traffic problems due to blacked-out stoplights, and the real possibility that the gas station may also be without power and unable to pump gas. As a result, people will store more fuel on site, increasing the risk.

“The longer we do this, shutting power off, the more we're going to roll the dice on the additional risks that exist,” Fire Chief Ogan said. “We have traded one risk for a whole new set of risks.”

---

Fossil Fuel Backup Generators Are Dangerous

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CARBON MONOXIDE POISONING</th>
<th>They kill 80 Americans annually and send 20,000 more to the emergency room</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FIRE HAZARD</td>
<td>They cause an average of 43 fires a year in California</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIR POLLUTION</td>
<td>They pollute far more than cars, triggering asthma and increasing cancer risk.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^6^4\) Data from the Office of the State Marshal’s (OSFM) California Incident Data & Statistics Program. Additional wildfires were classified by CalFire only as “electrical malfunctions,” which could include generator-related incidents. CalFire is working to adopt a more detailed reporting system.


\(^6^6\) Consumer Product Safety Commission, Recall database, accessed November 2019, https://www.cpsc.gov/Recalls?combine=generator&field_rc_date%5Bdate%5D%5B%5D=01%2F01%2F2018&field_rc_date%5Bdate%5D%5B%5D=
## FIRES INVOLVING BACKUP GENERATORS IN CALIFORNIA, 2009-2017

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PROPERTY CATEGORY</th>
<th>NUMBER OF FIRES</th>
<th>PROPERTY AND CONTENT LOSSES</th>
<th>ACRES BURNED</th>
<th>FIREFIGHTER INJURIES</th>
<th>CIVILIAN INJURIES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Outside, special property</td>
<td>132</td>
<td>$2,838,975</td>
<td>447</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residential</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>$5,068,244</td>
<td>139</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Storage</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>$560,924</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industrial, Utility, Defense, Agriculture, Mining</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>$6,160,368</td>
<td>2,828</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business, mercantile</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>$1,306,035</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health care, detention, correction</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>$2,212,301</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>$117,500</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manufacturing</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>$502,000</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assembly</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>$15,000</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>None given</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>$30,000</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Undetermined</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>$259,000</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Educational</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>$100,000</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>387</strong></td>
<td><strong>$19,170,347</strong></td>
<td><strong>3,419</strong></td>
<td><strong>8</strong></td>
<td><strong>7</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Office of the State Fire Marshal’s (OSFM) California Incident Data & Statistics Program, CalStats data warehouse.
AIR POLLUTION

Air pollution is another major source of harm from BUGs. During power outages, BUGs can run for many hours, often in close proximity to people. While air regulators issue permits for stationary BUGs with strict limits on emissions during testing, those limits do not apply when the generators are running during emergencies -- precisely when they run the most. Portable BUGs do not require permits at all, but new ones must meet emission standards set by the California Air Resources Board (CARB) and the US EPA.

BUGs typically emit three categories of pollutants:

- **Criteria pollutants and precursors**, including carbon monoxide (CO), sulfur dioxide (SO2), particulate matter (PM-10 and PM-2.5), nitrogen oxides (NOx), and volatile organic compounds (VOCs). These emissions can cause death, exacerbate lung disease, and contribute to smog.
- **Hazardous air pollutants (HAPs)**, including acetaldehyde, acrolein, benzene, formaldehyde, toluene, and xylene. These pollutants can cause irritation of the eyes, ears, nose and throat, headaches and nausea, and damage to the liver, kidney and nervous system, as well as cancer.
- **Greenhouse gases (GHGs)**, including carbon dioxide (CO2) and methane.

Large diesel generators, such as those used by businesses and other large customers, are the biggest pollution risk. Diesel soot is the number one airborne carcinogen in California, and the state’s most significant toxic air pollution problem. CARB estimates that running a one-megawatt diesel engine with no pollution controls for only 250 hours per year would result in a 50 percent increase in cancer risk to residents within one city block.67

A typical standby diesel generator produces 25-30 pounds of nitrogen oxides per megawatt hour of power generated, a rate that is 50 to 60 times the NOx pollution from a typical California gas-fired power plant. Given that many regions of the state are out of compliance for state and federal standards on ozone and particulates, increases in pollution could lead to additional health impacts and regulations on business.68

“I’ve been reading about how people were going to buy diesel backup generators, and that is so much the opposite of where we’re trying to go,” said California Energy Commission Vice Chair Janea Scott, at a July 2019 workshop.69

While an individual generator may pose a relatively small emissions problem on its own, the risk is compounded when many homes or business owners resort to generators during outages. “Imagine if you are in a large metropolitan area like Los Angeles or the Bay Area and you have hundreds or thousands of these engines kicking in,” says Dr. Laki Tisopulos, executive officer of the Ventura County Air Pollution Control District. “All of a sudden you have many localized sources of pollution that are spewing carcinogens right where we breathe. It can be next door to a school, a hospital.”70

The state Air Resources Board has estimated that 125,000 BUGs were operated during the October 2019 PSPS events. From only 50 hours of operation, the BUGs produced an estimated 166.4 tons of NOx, 19.4 tons of particulates, and 8.9 tons of diesel particulates.

The diesel particulates, they said, were equivalent to...
driving 29,000 heavy duty diesel trucks on California roadways for a month, or 87 million total miles of travel.\textsuperscript{71}

\textbf{The state Air Resources Board found that fossil fuel backup generators running during the October 2019 power outages created as much pollution as 29,000 heavy duty diesel trucks driving on California roadways for a month.}

\textbf{BOOMING SALES}

Despite the many public health and safety risks of BUGs, sales appear to be shooting up. Generac, a major supplier of home standby generators, says their California business is booming, with in-home consultations up by fourfold and sales three times higher than a year ago. The company has hired sales reps and opened a storefront and warehouse in the Sacramento area. Generac CEO Aaron Jagdfeld told investors, “We don’t see it slowing down, we really don’t.”\textsuperscript{72}

A spokesman for industry leader Briggs & Stratton added, “I don’t think this is going to be an opportunity that goes away. I think it’s one that’s going to be building over time.”

In the face of heavy demand for generators during the outages, CARB issued an emergency waiver to allow the sale of BUGs that don’t meet California emission standards.\textsuperscript{73} While the order is temporary, for just the last two months of 2019, it will compound the pollution problem as those generators will operate for many years to come.

The boom is also being felt with big customers, who are turning to large generators to maintain power. Data centers are an especially big user of diesel BUGs. A set of three data centers in Silicon Valley has requested permits to install a total of 142 large diesel BUGs with a total capacity of 385.5 megawatts, larger than a typical utility-scale power plant. The CEC said they expect permit applications from a total of eight data centers in Santa Clara and San Jose by the end of 2019.\textsuperscript{74}

\textbf{Three data centers in Silicon Valley have requested permits to install a total of 142 large diesel BUGs with a total capacity of 385.5 megawatts, larger than a typical utility-scale power plant.}

Unfortunately, the Air Resources Board and the Energy Commission collect only sporadic statewide data on the numbers and locations of stationary backup generators. In 2001, the ARB estimated there were 26,000 diesel Stationary Offroad Engines (SOREs) in California, including 19,659 BUGs.\textsuperscript{75} ARB currently has 12,805 portable diesel generators (above 25 hp) registered in the Portable Equipment Registration Program (PERP), but doesn’t track other generator types.\textsuperscript{76}
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CLEAN AND EQUITABLE SOLUTIONS

Continuing to bear the costs and risks of power shutoffs is unacceptable. Yet making a fully fireproof grid would take many years and cost billions of dollars. (It would also be chasing a moving target, as climate change makes California increasingly prone to fire.) Dirty backup generation poses unacceptable risks to health and safety, exacerbates inequities, and moves us backward on progress toward clean energy.

Fortunately, new technologies and strategies are available that can meet many needs at once: contributing to a safer and cleaner grid as well as protecting customers from the impacts of outages. While California is a global leader in solar power, with over a million customer-owned systems, it is also in the vanguard of the emerging field of energy storage. Distributed solar + storage creates cost effective synergies for a very wide range of applications, from streetlights to urban microgrids.

These systems can also save money, even compared to grid power. Solar prices have fallen to less than $3 per Watt installed, and can beat retail electricity prices in at least 20 states. Battery prices have fallen 87 percent since 2010, according to Bloomberg New Energy Finance, and are expected to fall another third by 2023.

How resilient solar works as a backup during a power outage: When the grid goes down, an automatic switch moves the system into “island mode.” In the daytime, the sun powers some or all of the building’s power needs and recharges the battery. At night, the battery supplies power to the building or critical loads. As long as the sun shines, the cycle repeats.
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Together, distributed solar and storage create “resilient solar.” When the grid is functioning, resilient solar provides clean energy and energy services that reduce air pollution, lower customer costs, and improve grid reliability. If the grid goes down, resilient solar can provide backup energy for critical power needs indefinitely, if sized correctly and the sun shines. (Critical power needs are those the customer considers essential for daily functioning, which can vary.) The ability to provide clean backup power day after day without refueling makes resilient solar an excellent solution, especially for medically vulnerable customers, low-income households and communities of color, and the critical facilities that provide services during emergencies.

When the grid is functioning, resilient solar provides clean energy and energy services that reduce air pollution, lower customer costs, and improve grid reliability. If the grid goes down, resilient solar can provide backup energy indefinitely, if sized correctly and the sun shines.

Unlike gasoline and diesel backup generators, resilient solar is clean, quiet, and safe. Even better, resilient solar has a financial payback, while BUGs do not, creating the opportunity to get “resilience for free,” as one report described it.79

Plus, by building on the massive progress already made in solar, we can rapidly deploy storage to create resilience. Among the 1 million solar rooftops on homes and businesses are almost 2,000 schools with solar, schools that are often used as emergency community shelters. About 9,000 low-income households have gone solar with help from the Single-family Affordable Solar Housing (SASH) program, plus 500 apartment buildings through the multi-family program (MASH).80

In short, for customers who want backup power during power outages, resilient clean energy is the most reliable, safest, and cleanest solution, as well as the most affordable if you look beyond just the upfront purchase cost (see financial comparison on p. 43). It can come in all sizes, solving problems from small to large, from individual stoplights to whole communities and campuses.

WHAT IS A MICROGRID?

The term microgrid is catching on, but it is not always clearly defined. Broadly, a microgrid is an interconnected set of electricity loads, generation, and storage that can operate while connected to or disconnected from the larger grid. The term can be used to describe many configurations, everything from single road signs to whole towns.

In this report, we use microgrid more narrowly to refer to a small grid -- a cluster of buildings -- rather than a single building or load. We use solar + storage or resilient solar to refer to solar-powered microgrids serving single buildings or loads.
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SMALL-SCALE SOLUTIONS: STREETLIGHTS AND STOPLIGHTS, CELL PHONE TRANSMITTERS, AND PORTABLE SOLAR + BATTERIES

In times of crisis, streets and phones become critically important. Thousands of people can be evacuating an area, driving to safe places, while calling for help or trying to reach loved ones to ensure they are safe. Yet these systems are also uniquely vulnerable to power outages, posing the risk of mass chaos.

Streetlights and stoplights are typically grid connected, and only some stoplights have a few hours of battery backup. Cell phone transmitters failed widely during the PSPS events; only some have BUGs, which can be hard or impossible to refuel in an emergency.

As streetlights and stoplights have migrated to high-efficiency LED lights to save money, it has become possible to take them off-grid, powered solely with a solar and battery system. Not only does this improve reliability and public safety, and cut energy bills, it also cuts installation costs by eliminating the need for grid connections. These solar lights make the most sense along evacuation corridors and at high priority intersections, but they can also improve public safety by lighting neighborhood meeting spots.

Cell phone transmitters use considerably more power than lights, between 5 and 20 kilowatts, around the clock. While all-solar transmitters are uncommon, many developing nations are moving to off-grid hybrid systems that combine solar with batteries and a diesel generator. The solar becomes the primary power source, with the BUG as a backup for extended cloudy periods. This results in greatly reduced fuel consumption, time savings, and more flexibility in siting.

While small portable backup generators can be a viable -- albeit dangerous, noisy, and polluting -- solution for homeowners, they are not practical for the millions of Californians who live in apartment buildings, retirement homes, or dormitories. The equivalent among clean technologies is a portable battery plus solar panels.

Small batteries, often sold with portable solar panels, are an increasingly popular choice for camping and recreational vehicles, since they are quiet and don’t require refueling. The batteries can also be used as an indoor energy source during outages, where unlike with BUGs, they create no risk of carbon monoxide poisoning.

Portable solar+storage systems come in many sizes, from pocket-sized solar cell phone chargers to a 40- or 60-pound lithium-ion battery with portable
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Protecting Vulnerable Communities, Critical Facilities, and the California Economy with Solar + Storage

Solar panels that can power household appliances including fridges, and even trailer-mounted systems for powering remote industrial loads.  

**MEDIUM-SCALE SOLUTIONS: HOMES AND BUSINESSES, SCHOOLS, CRITICAL FACILITIES**

Solar and storage systems can power individual buildings, from homes and businesses to schools and critical facilities. The success of distributed solar power in California points to a big opportunity to rapidly improve the resilience of the whole grid – just add batteries.

**HOMES**

While solar power has become common in California, even mandatory for many new homes beginning in 2020, a typical distributed solar system without storage is required to shut down when the grid goes down, to protect line workers. To provide power during outages, a system must be able to “island” itself by disconnecting from the grid while still powering the house. It can then supply power to the home while the sun shines, or with a battery that can store the power for use after dark. Depending on the size of the solar + storage system relative to the power needs of the home, it is sometimes hooked up just to “critical circuits” in the house, powering only the most necessary things.

One couple prepared for outages was Derek and Dorothy Krause of Oakland. Derek is a retired deputy chief of the San Ramon Valley Fire Protection District. Earlier this year, the Krauses installed a solar and battery system on their home, which got them through the October power outages.

The Krauses pay about $150 a month for the system, about the same as their previous electric bill. “We have to be self-sustaining even when the power system like this is intentionally shut off,” Derek told the San Francisco Chronicle.

While over one million customer-sited solar systems have been installed in California, only a small portion of these have batteries. Solar is a clear cost-saver, but batteries have only recently dropped in price enough to be competitive, largely due to the scale-up of electric car manufacturing. Battery prices have
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fallen 87 percent in the last decade as Tesla and other electric car makers ramp up production. Over 13,000 residential customers have gotten battery rebates through the state’s Self Generation Incentive Program (SGIP) in the past three years.

And while there are almost 10,000 solar systems serving low-income customers, no rebates have been given out under the SGIP Equity budget to encourage batteries in low-income housing. In response, the CPUC has revamped the Equity budget and created the Equity Resiliency budget, as discussed later in the report.

Batteries provide customer value in a few ways: by allowing commercial customers to reduce demand charges; by shifting consumption from higher priced on-peak periods to lower priced off-peak times; and by providing backup power during outages. The most value can be gained when these services are “stacked.”

They can also provide value to the grid. Recently, utilities and the grid operator CAISO have begun paying for “ancillary services” from distributed batteries, such as capacity, ramping, and voltage and frequency support. A company pays distributed battery owners to take over control of the batteries, with certain constraints, and then sells those services to CAISO and distribution utilities.

East Bay Community Energy, Peninsula Clean Energy and Silicon Valley Clean Energy are planning to buy energy capacity to support the deployment of 30 MW of clean local energy plus storage to reduce the impacts of power shutoffs, beginning in 2020. The three Bay Area community choice aggregators (CCAs) want the projects split between single-family homes and multifamily and small commercial customers, with at least 20 percent sited in low-income and disadvantaged communities.

Solar marketers are reporting strong interest in battery sales, both with new solar installations and as retrofits to existing solar systems. “There is almost no other event like [an outage] to spur interest in solar systems,” said Solaria CEO Suvi Sharma.

**SCHOOLS**

Schools represent possibly the largest and most efficient immediate opportunity to provide resilient solar to communities. The voter-approved Clean Energy Jobs Act (Proposition 39) K-12 Program allocated more than $1.5 billion over five years to 2,189 Local Educational Agencies across the state to improve facilities and help lower energy bills.

California leads the nation with 1,946 solar schools hosting 489 MW of generation capacity, as of November 2017.

Prop 39 also supported installation of 65 battery storage systems at schools. While Prop 39 funds have been fully spent, some schools are installing batteries for both the financial benefits and the resilience benefits.

The Santa Rita Union School District, which serves about 3400 kids near Salinas, many of them Latino and from farm worker and other low-income families,
is one such school that installed solar and batteries without the use of Prop 39 funds. About 90% of students qualify for free or reduced lunch. Power outages have long been a problem there, due to the constrained grid in the Monterey Bay area. While school leadership considered diesel generators at first, they decided instead to install solar + storage at six school campuses.\textsuperscript{92}

A finance company, Generate Capital, owns the systems and sells power to the District under contract. The storage can discharge for up to 7 hours, while the solar will recharge the storage every day, making the system able to provide power indefinitely, sunlight permitting.

Because the middle schools are designated emergency shelters, the microgrid allows community members to sleep in the gym, get medical care, and charge their devices during outages. The kids can also attend school during long power outages and continue receiving free meals, an important service to the community.
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\textbf{CRITICAL FACILITIES}

Reliable power is especially important for “critical facilities” that provide emergency services or would create huge public safety disruptions if they failed.

As mentioned in section 2, there are tens of thousands of such facilities in California, ranging in size from emergency radio transmitters to sewage treatment plants. The California Energy Commission has funded demonstrations of solar and storage microgrids at critical facilities around the state.

One such demonstration was in Fremont, which added solar + storage systems to existing diesel BUGs at three fire stations. Each consists of solar on a parking lot canopy, batteries, and an energy management system that controls the system automatically. During an outage, the solar + storage system provides at least three hours a day of power for critical loads.

A four year trial period recently ended, and the project is now fully operational. It has saved Fremont...
$32,000 in utility bills already, and will save another $215,000 over ten years, along with cutting carbon dioxide emissions by around 80,000 pounds per year.\textsuperscript{93}

Another big saver is the Mountain View-Los Altos High School District (MVLA), in the heart of Silicon Valley. The school district went solar in 2011, installing enough panels to meet half its energy needs. To cut utility demand charges they later installed 1.08 MWh in batteries, saving $86,000 per year. The battery system is owned and operated by ENGIE Storage, resulting in no capital outlay by the school district, and the monthly fee is less than the bill savings. The campuses also have 28 electric vehicle charging stations and participate in demand response programs, cutting power when requested (and paid) by PG&E.\textsuperscript{94}

One emerging type of critical facility is a “community resilience hub.” This idea was pioneered in Baltimore, Maryland, and the Urban Sustainability Directors Network (USDN) is working with local governments around the country to replicate it. Community resilience hubs are typically existing neighborhood spaces, such as a community center, multifamily housing, or a church, that already function as a gathering place for community members. They are improved to enhance community connectivity and coordinate resource distribution and services before, during, or after a natural hazard event. A key element of their conversion to hubs is the installation of a resilient clean energy system to provide backup power.\textsuperscript{95}

\section*{LARGE-SCALE SOLUTIONS: MICROGRIDS, CAMPUSES, AND TOWNS}

Solar and storage, along with other distributed energy technologies, can provide energy resilience for clusters of buildings, campuses, and even whole towns. Military bases, for example, have been using microgrids for decades, though typically using diesel BUGs.

Microgrids can be entirely off the grid, like the one on Alcatraz Island in San Francisco Bay, or they can be connected to the grid and able to “island,” or function separately, as needed.

One notable project is at the Blue Lake Rancheria, on tribal land in the Humboldt Bay area. Blue Lake sits at the junction of three tectonic plates and is subject to heavy rainstorms, forest fires, and frequent power outages. A few years ago, with help from the Schatz Energy Center at Humboldt State University, the tribe put together a microgrid by adding solar, batteries, and smart controllers to their existing diesel backup generator.\textsuperscript{96}

The microgrid serves tribal government offices, a hotel and casino, electric vehicle charging, a convenience store and gas station, and energy and water systems. The Rancheria also serves as an American Red Cross emergency evacuation site.

During the October PSPS events, the County Department of Health and Human Services asked the tribe to set aside a block of rooms in the hotel for people who needed power for medical devices. “We ended up providing six to eight rooms for those


\textsuperscript{95} Urban Sustainability Directors Network, Resilience Hubs, accessed December 2019, http://resilience-hub.org/what-are-hubs/

\textsuperscript{96} Schatz Energy Research Center, Humboldt State University, “Blue Lake Rancheria microgrid,” http://schatzcenter.org/blimicrogrid/
types of critically health-compromised people,” said Jana Ganion, sustainability director for the tribe. The Department credited the Rancheria with saving their lives.97

The microgrid at the Blue Lake Rancheria was credited with saving lives during the 2019 power outages.

The Blue Lake Rancheria microgrid drew an estimated 13,000 people since they had one of the few gas stations in the county that could pump gas, ice for people to put in their refrigerators, and lights and shelter for kids to do homework. They were even able to save the lives of fish hatchlings, as they kept the pumps running for their fish hatchery.98

“When we looked at energy, we had to make sure it was clean and sustainable,” says Arla Ramsey, tribal vice-chair. “We wanted to become self sufficient, so that if we lose power and the grid goes down we can still be up and running.”99 Because the system runs primarily off solar, the tribe can generate and use its own power on-site indefinitely. The tribe is planning to double the size of the solar and battery systems within a year.100

Perhaps the most ambitious existing microgrid in California serves all of Borrego Springs, a town of about 3,400 people in the Anza-Borrego Desert about 90 miles east of San Diego. Summers there are extremely hot, making power outages dangerous, and because it lies at the far end of a long transmission line, the town has suffered frequent power outages.

Borrego Springs’ turn to a microgrid was spurred by a local calamity, a 2007 wildfire that took out its transmission line. After the fire, San Diego Gas & Electric won an $8 million grant from the U.S. Department of Energy to build a demonstration microgrid in the community. The system can power all of Borrego Springs for several hours during the day and designated critical loads at night.101


99 Siemens, "When you control your own energy, you control your future," (video), https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6Fci4CHKr7g


In September 2013, when lightning and flooding knocked out the same critical transmission line, the utility islanded the microgrid and directed electricity to serve the town’s essentials: a gas station so people could fuel up their cars, a library serving as a cool zone for people experiencing heat stress, and full power for an elderly housing community. About 24 hours after the outage began, the utility was able to restore the entire town’s connection to the main grid.

An important point to remember about resilient clean energy systems of all sizes, including those on individual homes, is that during non-emergency times they act as part of the wider power system. In doing so, they reduce emissions from fossil-fueled power plants, cut peak demand on the grid, save energy, reduce load on transmission and distribution lines, and avoid investments in central power plants.

The complex UC San Diego microgrid is the quintessential example of a grid partner, powering and heating most of the campus and adjusting demand when San Diego Gas & Electric needs help balancing the system. It does this through a variety of distributed energy technologies, including gas cogeneration, solar, batteries, and 4,000 remotely-controlled thermostats.102

PG&E is working on developing “pre-connected resilience zones,” essentially an electric circuit connecting critical loads in a town that would enable temporary portable generators to be quickly plugged in during outages. Their first, in the Napa County town of Angwin, was expected to be finished by the end of 2019, but PG&E may develop as many as 40 in all.103 Presumably PG&E would own and dispatch gas-fired or mobile diesel generators during an outage, which have the shortcomings previously noted. The zone would not have any use apart from PSPS events, nor would the community gain the financial and environmental benefits of a clean microgrid.

**EMERGING: VEHICLE-GRID INTEGRATION**

As new energy technologies continue to improve and fall in price, they are creating new opportunities for clean energy resilience.

Perhaps the biggest opportunity will be in using electric vehicles as part of the grid. Electric vehicle batteries are essentially the same as stationary batteries, though much larger, and can provide many of the same services when they are parked and plugged in.\(^{104}\)

California has an official goal of putting five million EVs on the road by 2030, to cut emissions from transportation. Transportation accounts for 41 percent of statewide carbon emissions (the largest single source), plus the majority of NOx and particulate emissions that cause smog and health impacts.

Electric vehicles can affect the power grid when they charge, of course, increasing power demand. But they can also serve as batteries on wheels, discharging into the grid as needed. Through “vehicle-grid integration” or VGI, parked cars can become a major part of the power system.

The numbers illustrate the potential. Current EVs on the market have an average battery capacity of 57 kWh.\(^ {105}\) Assuming that continues to rise over time, to 75 kWh, five million cars will have an energy capacity of 375,000 megawatt-hours, equal to half of average daily power consumption in California.\(^ {106}\)

As the CPUC has pointed out, “electric vehicles have three main characteristics that make them an attractive grid resource.” First, a plugged-in vehicle can react quickly to commands to charge or discharge the battery, increasing operational flexibility for grid operators. Second, EVs often have on-board timers and monitors that can be accessed and controlled via the internet, such as with smartphone apps. So they are ready to communicate.

And lastly, vehicles are not actually used much. CPUC cites travel data showing that a typical car is parked for 96 percent of its life. While it may spend 10 percent of that time charging, the rest is available for other uses. And considering that a battery can represent as much as 60 percent of the cost of the vehicle, car owners may be quite interested in recouping some of their investment by selling battery services.\(^ {107}\)

State energy agencies, including the CPUC, CEC, CARB, and CAISO, are developing policies that support vehicle-grid integration. They have established a Joint Agency VGI Working Group featuring agency staff, car and electric companies, and other stakeholders, to focus on “identifying, capturing, and scaling the value of VGI.”\(^ {108}\)

A simpler application is to integrate the vehicle with a home, known as “vehicle to home” or V2H. V2H is already used in Japan, where Nissan has sent fleets of their electric LEAF to power community shelters in response to grid outages caused by typhoons and earthquakes. A number of companies are working to develop V2H capabilities in California, with pilot
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104 A Tesla Powerwall 2 battery has a capacity of 13.5 kWh, while the average electric vehicle battery is 57 kWh.


Some EV owners have resorted to a low-tech solution, connecting an inverter to the small “coach battery” that provides power to the cabin and headlights. The inverter converts the 12 volt DC power from the battery to 110 volt AC that can run household appliances. As the coach battery is depleted, it is recharged by the much larger “traction battery” that moves the car. While not optimal, it does provide indirect access to the 64 kWh traction battery, equal to the output of five Tesla PowerWall batteries.\textsuperscript{110} The same can be done with the 12-volt starter battery of a gasoline car, with the battery recharged by idling the car. While this is just as inefficient as a BUG, the emission controls on a car result in much less pollution than comes from a BUG, which typically lack any emission controls.\textsuperscript{111}

\textsuperscript{110} Jim Lazar, Regulatory Assistance Project, personal communication, November 18, 2019.
### Benefits of Resilient Solar vs. Fossil Fuel Backup Generators

**Solar + Storage**  
- Provides value every day  
- Fueled by the sun  
- Quiet and clean  
- Eligible for tax credits and incentives  
- Little maintenance  
- Often cheaper than grid power

**Fossil Fuel Backup Generator**  
- Runs only during outages  
- Requires gasoline, diesel or natural gas  
- Polluting, noisy and dangerous  
- No tax credits, limited incentives  
- Requires regular maintenance  
- More expensive than grid power
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For commercial customers that face demand charges, payback periods for solar + storage systems can be as short as six years, according to Rocky Mountain Institute. Adding storage to solar can actually improve the economics compared to solar alone.\(^{113}\)

The simplest proof of the superiority of solar + storage is that companies are offering monthly contracts, with no money down, at a price lower than retail utility rates. If going solar + storage saves money, then the system's ability to provide power during an outage is effectively free for the customer, once incentives are figured in. Buying grid power plus a BUG always costs more.

To illustrate this truth, we asked EnergySage to help us compare the cost of power over 20 years for a home with solar + storage to a home with a BUG.\(^{114}\) EnergySage runs an online marketplace, allowing solar shoppers to receive solar quotes from local installers. They have compiled a large database of solar costs, based on actual installation costs and utility rates.\(^{115}\)

For this comparison, we assume a warm-region California home consuming 8,000 kWh per year, on a standard time-of-use (peak/off-peak) tariff. The solar version of the home has a 5 kW solar system plus two Tesla PowerWall 2 batteries with 27 kWh of storage. The other home has a 3.5 kW gasoline backup generator, connected to the home with a transfer switch, plus a shed for fuel storage.

We look at costs over 20 years, assuming a full life span for the solar system, and replacement of the batteries and the BUG after 10 years. We make a number of conservative assumptions. For example, we assume electricity rates rise at the rate they have over the last ten years, or 1.3 percent per annum, and do not account for inflation. We assume full cost for replacing batteries after 10 years at today’s prices even though prices continue to fall, and assume that current battery incentives are no longer available then. BUG costs were collected by the consulting firm Crossborder Energy.

We assume that the solar house does not export power to the grid, but instead uses surplus daytime power to charge the batteries, which discharge in the evening to serve onsite load. For a house on a time-of-use rate, this has the effect of shifting consumption from peak to off-peak hours, saving an additional $225 per year, or $4500 over 20 years. We further assume that the homeowner gets a federal tax credit of 26 percent for integrating the battery with the solar system (worth about $5700) and qualifies for an SGIP grant of about $6750 (at 25¢ per Watt-hour).

Lastly, we assume 100 hours of PSPS events (or other power outages) per year, the average amount experienced in 2019 for many PG&E customers.

The bottom line, as shown in the table, is that the solar + storage home has a 20-year cost that is more than $22,000 less than the home with the BUG.

Even without battery incentives, the homeowner still saves $9,700 over a BUG house. The key is that solar saves $46,300 on utility bills over 20 years, while peak-shifting with the batteries adds a little more, about $4,500. If power prices rise faster than inflation, such as at 3 percent per year, the total benefit is even greater. Because most of the costs in both cases are for equipment and not operating costs, the relative costs change very little if there are fewer PSPS events.


\(^{114}\) See EnergySage at https://www.energysage.com/

\(^{115}\) Public data reports available at https://www.energysage.com/data
## TOTAL COSTS OVER 20 YEARS FOR A CA RESIDENTIAL CUSTOMER

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Whole home solar + storage</th>
<th>Whole home gasoline backup generator</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total purchased electricity costs</td>
<td>$500</td>
<td>$51,300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upfront cost</td>
<td>Solar: $10,900 Storage: $19,000 Storage incentives: - $12,450 Net: $17,450</td>
<td>$3,400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total maintenance cost</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$1,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Replacement cost</td>
<td>$19,000</td>
<td>$1,800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total fuel cost (100 hours per year)</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$1,600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total cost of electricity + backup capability</strong></td>
<td><strong>$36,950</strong></td>
<td><strong>$59,100</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Of course, there are many options for backup power, from small to large, temporary or permanent, with varying costs, benefits, and abilities. While the costs and benefits will vary by technology choice and customer, this analysis indicates that for a single-family home in California, solar + storage can easily be cheaper than a BUG, even without the significant incentives now being provided under the SGIP Equity Resiliency budget. Add in the safety and pollution benefits of resilient solar over a BUG, and it's a clear winner.
POLICIES FOR DEPLOYING RESILIENT CLEAN ENERGY

The wildfires and power shutoffs have raised the public’s interest in energy issues to levels not seen since the Enron-induced power crisis of 2000 and 2001. There is a tremendous appetite for solutions. We believe policy action should be guided by these basic principles.

First, the highest priority for public policy should be on protecting the safety of those most at risk, which means prioritizing medically vulnerable customers, low-income households and communities, and the public safety infrastructure. Solar plus storage can protect these priority customers from the worst effects of power outages without the safety risks and public health impacts that fossil backup generators create. Low-income households face a host of barriers to accessing onsite clean energy including low home ownership rates, insufficient access to capital, and language and access barriers, so overcoming those barriers to provide them with resilient clean energy requires targeted policy solutions.116

Second, for those who are more affluent and better able to purchase resilience without financial assistance, the policy tasks are to continue existing supportive policies, to point people away from dirty energy resources, and to maximize the societal benefit of their clean investments. We can ensure that clean energy is deployed in ways that help everyone. While our current policies aim to deliver affordable, clean, and reliable energy, we need a greater emphasis on equity, resilience, and public safety.

Third, we need to stay on the clean energy path we have established, heading for a 100 percent zero-carbon power system by 2045 or before. Considering that climate change is a prime driver of the fire-prone conditions we face, and that dispatchable clean energy is already often cheaper than new gas-fired generation, it would be unacceptable to abandon that pursuit.

POLICY NEEDS AND OPPORTUNITIES

While California has long been a leader in promoting clean energy, with some of the most ambitious and effective policies in the world, the threat of wildfires and power shutoffs highlights the need for a new statewide focus. We must prioritize resilient clean energy deployment, along with our other clean energy and emissions reduction goals.

Resilient solar is a uniquely scalable and effective resource for delivering reliability and resilience, in addition to environmental and cost-saving benefits. There is enormous opportunity to advance policy that will support resilient solar as a means for reducing wildfire risk and the need for power outages, while at the same time reducing the harm that power outages inflict on Californians.

To realize the benefits of resilient clean energy, we recommend the following policies.

- Maintain and expand distributed clean energy policies
- Focus on medically vulnerable customers
- Focus on low-income customers and communities
- Focus on critical facilities and schools
- Provide state financing for local infrastructure
- Take microgrid R&D to the next level
- Integrate energy resilience into emergency planning and response

---

MAINTAIN AND EXPAND DISTRIBUTED ENERGY POLICIES

KEY RECOMMENDATIONS

- Maintain distributed energy policies
- Include solar + storage in grid planning as “non-wires” alternatives
- Eliminate barriers to microgrids
- Enable batteries to participate in grid markets, and capture multiple values

First, do no harm. Solar and storage can be at the center of an energy resilience strategy, but only if they continue to be supported by foundational policies. For distributed solar that means fair policies on net metering and retail rates; avoiding discriminatory solar customer fees and charges; an easy permitting and interconnection process; and extra support for low-income households and disadvantaged communities. A number of California municipal utilities have moved to end net metering and assign large new fees to solar customers recently, which will make it harder for their customers to install resilient solar. This is the wrong direction.

Storage, a technology that is less mature than solar, is supported by two main commercialization policies: financial incentives and mandates. The Self Generation Incentive Program (SGIP) has promoted a variety of distributed energy technologies since 2001. In the last three years it has paid about $60 million for battery incentives, evenly split between residential and commercial customers. As of November 2019, the residential incentives have resulted in 13,265 installations with a capacity of 88 megawatts, with another $27 million in residential rebates pending. Commercial customers had installed 699 systems totaling 180 MW of capacity; an additional $98 million of rebates was pending.117

In 2018, the legislature extended SGIP through 2025, adding up to $800 million for storage and other emerging clean energy technologies.118 In 2019, the CPUC revised SGIP to better help low-income customers. SGIP had offered an Equity budget for low-income storage projects since 2017, but had seen no applications for funds. The new rule raised incentive levels for the Equity program, but also created a new Equity Resiliency budget for low-income customers and critical facilities in high-risk fire zones, with an initial budget of $100 million. Both programs pay higher incentive levels than the rest of SGIP, enough “to fully or nearly fully subsidize the installation of a storage system.”119

In January 2020, the CPUC shifted another $513 million, or 63 percent of the total remaining SGIP budget through 2024, into the Equity Resiliency budget. The agency also expanded eligibility for that budget to customers who had experienced two or more PSPS events regardless of income, and to broaden the definition of eligible critical facilities to smaller markets, as well as independent living centers and food banks. Funding for the shift would come from the budget for commercial and industrial installations, which would drop from 52 percent to only 12 percent of the budget.120

Storage also benefits from legislative mandates (such as AB 2514 and AB 2868) that utilities deploy...
hundreds of megawatts of both utility-scale and customer-sited storage.\textsuperscript{121}

Thanks to these policies, California has one of the healthiest markets for distributed solar and storage in the world, and is reaping huge benefits in the form of clean air, more than 76,000 family-wage jobs, and growing prosperity as people invest in their own clean energy supply.\textsuperscript{122}

There are still some gaps in current distributed energy policy, however.

Utilities are required to assess their grid investment needs each year and identify “non-wires alternatives,” such as distributed energy resources and microgrids, that can displace investments in transmission and distribution systems. The urgency of wildfires and PSPS calls for being more aggressive with non-wires alternatives, such as considering the frequent deenergization or removal of very high risk lines in fire areas and difficult terrain. In some situations, community microgrids are likely to provide cheaper and more certain means to improve safety and reliability than reinforcing power lines in very high risk fire areas, not just during outages but at all times. While additional transmission will be needed in the state to achieve our ambitious clean energy goals, the grid planning process should entertain bold alternatives to power lines where possible.

One especially egregious grid policy that needs reform is known as the “over the fence” rule.\textsuperscript{123} The rule prohibits non-utilities from sharing power between properties that are not immediately adjacent but are nearby (such as across a street). The City of Berkeley tried to develop a microgrid to power critical government facilities during emergencies, including a police station, school, and city hall. The project, known as the Berkeley Energy Assurance Transformation (BEAT) microgrid, received $1.5 million in grant funding from the CEC. But due to the over the fence rule and other barriers raised by PG&E, the project was blocked.\textsuperscript{124}

\textsuperscript{123} Public Utilities Code Section 218(b), https://codes.findlaw.com/ca/public-utilities-code/puc-sect-218.html
Adopted in the 1980s, the over the fence rule has long been obsolete as technology and markets have evolved. Writing a decade ago, attorney Tim Lindl said “The over-the-fence rule protects a regulatory consensus that no longer exists ... and makes grid reliability worse instead of better.”

The time is ripe for reforming this rule, for example allowing community microgrids to share power more easily if there is a public health or safety benefit to doing so. With clean microgrids, “It’s like we have a high schooler stuck in the sixth grade,” State Senator Henry Stern told the Washington Post. “We’ve got a mature technology stuck in a far less mature regulatory system.”

SB 1339, authored by Senator Stern and enacted in 2018, directed the CPUC to develop a standardized interconnection process for microgrids, as well as appropriate rates and tariffs, by December 1, 2020, and a rulemaking proceeding (R.19-09-009) is underway. To encourage microgrid deployment before the next fire season, the CPUC should issue a decision by April to eliminate existing interconnection and other practical barriers to the rapid installation of clean microgrids serving customers individually behind the meter, including critical facilities. In a later phase, the CPUC should make tariffs available for microgrids serving multi-user configurations.

Another policy gap on resilient clean energy is in monetizing the multiple values that batteries offer. In addition to creating benefits for customers, batteries can also help the local distribution grid (operated by local utilities) and the power system as a whole (operated through CAISO markets). RMI, the energy think tank founded by Amory Lovins, has identified 13 different values that batteries can provide. Depending on where a battery is located on the grid and how it is operated, it can “stack up” multiple values. But customer-owned batteries have a hard time capturing multiple values, due to outdated energy agency program rules about distributed energy resources.

For example, East Bay Community Energy (EBCE) and other Bay Area CCAs have an innovative plan to purchase energy capacity or “resource adequacy” (RA) services from over 30 MW of distributed solar plus storage located on residential and commercial buildings, including the homes of low-income customers. These resilient solar systems would not only provide energy capacity for the grid, but could be used as backup power by the hosting customers during power outages. However, current RA programs for distributed energy at CAISO must be modified to allow DG solar a level playing field, and to be fully compensated for the RA value they provide. Alternatively, the CEC could allow Load Serving Entities (LSEs) to submit demand forecasts that account for distributed battery resources that are scheduled during peak periods. This would lower the LSEs peak demand and therefore its Resource Adequacy requirement. Allowing distributed solar and storage to supply RA to LSEs would be a significant step towards encouraging aggregations of small systems into a Virtual Power Plant (VPP) that serves as a grid resource.


127 CPUC, Order Instituting Rulemaking Regarding Microgrids Pursuant To Senate Bill 1339, September 19, 2019, http://docs.cpuc.ca.gov/PublishedDocs/Published/G000/M314/K274/3142744017.PDF


FOCUS ON MEDICALLY VULNERABLE CUSTOMERS

KEY RECOMMENDATIONS

- Get better information on vulnerable customers and their needs
- Develop solutions and strategies to serve medically vulnerable customers during outages
- Provide funding and technical support to medical and social service agencies
- Get public and private health insurers to cover backup energy equipment

As noted in Home Healthcare In the Dark by Clean Energy Group and Meridian Institute, “emergency preparedness for electricity-dependent residents is typically limited to informational materials” from public health agencies, rather than providing backup power solutions. Knowledge about who and where the medically vulnerable are, how to reach them in an emergency, what their energy needs are, and programs to ensure they are prepared is incomplete.130

Serving medically vulnerable customers poses a unique challenge, due to the wide variety of needs and living situations, difficulty in rapid communications due to language and access barriers, and the safety threat that lack of power can create for these customers. Utilities are not necessarily in a position to deliver on this task. Only public health agencies and support organizations have the reach and connections to serve them, but they will need funding and technical partners to succeed. The PSPS is, after all, shifting risks from utilities to customers and agencies; funding should also shift to help deal with the risks.

One foundational priority should be getting better information on medically vulnerable customers in California. Discrepancies between health provider lists of “electricity dependent” people and utility lists of customers on Medical Baseline rates -- and those who are on no list -- need to be cleared up. This task should include establishing categories of energy vulnerabilities to get insight on their risk during PSPS events. The data must be kept up to date and actionable for utilities and local public health agencies.

Equally important, policymakers should work to ensure that all medically vulnerable customers have the clean backup power they need to stay healthy, safe and comfortable during extended outages. Those who are renters and apartment dwellers could use portable options that can work inside their homes, if their landlords don’t take the initiative to install more permanent resilient clean energy. PG&E is developing a one-year, $5 million pilot project with the California Foundation for Independent Living Centers to supply batteries and other help to up to 500 medically vulnerable people in Northern California. This could be a model, if successful, though it would need to be greatly expanded and well-advertised to be truly effective.131


To accompany this effort, health providers and energy experts should work with manufacturers to improve the energy performance of their medical equipment, such as standardizing power components and making it easy to change batteries.

The SGIP Equity Resiliency budget, created by the CPUC in September 2019, includes support for customers in fire zones that are on a Medical baseline rate or have a life-threatening risk if electricity is disconnected. But even with the additional funds approved in January 2020, SGIP cannot reach the hundreds of thousands of electricity dependent people in California. To scale up energy resilience, federal, state and private insurance providers like Medicaid and Medi-Cal should allow people with durable medical equipment to include the cost of backup power options in their coverage.

FOCUS ON LOW-INCOME CUSTOMERS AND COMMUNITIES OF COLOR

Key Recommendations

- Maintain programs that deliver solar to low-income customers and communities
- Make sure storage programs like SGIP’s Equity and Equity Resiliency budgets reach low-income customers
- Prioritize clean energy resilience in on tribal lands
- Tighten emission standards for dirty backup generators to protect public health
- Ensure affected communities have input to decisions
- Retrofit well-used community centers with resilient clean energy to create “community resilience hubs”

California is a national leader on equitable clean energy policies, supporting solar adoption by low-income households through the Single Family Affordable Solar Homes program (SASH), SASH for Disadvantaged Communities (DAC-SASH), and the Solar on Multifamily Affordable Housing program (SOMAH). Even so, we have much work to do to make distributed solar and storage and their benefits fully available to all Californians.

Grid resilience efforts should pay close attention to the safety of low-income communities and communities of color, who are often impacted “first and worst” by dirty energy systems and power outages. The California Environmental Justice Alliance, in their “Principles for Energy Democracy,” call for greater community ownership and involvement in energy decisions, such as through solar and storage deployed to capture multiple benefits.132 As with all policies aimed at providing clean energy options to these communities and given the substantial storage incentives now available via SGIP, it is important to ensure trusted entities and organizations are involved in outreach and include consumer protection measures to prevent predatory marketing practices.133 Pending further collaboration with equity-focused allies on how best to advance equity in grid resiliency, below are some initial policy recommendations.

The SGIP Equity budget saw little response to battery incentives, spurring the CPUC to raise incentive levels and create the Equity Resiliency budget. These changes are welcome and timely, but will require a rapid outreach and marketing effort to reach potential beneficiaries to be ready for future PSPS events. The CPUC and the Legislature should closely monitor which categories of customers are actually receiving SGIP Equity and Equity Resiliency incentives and increase funding swiftly if needed, since many types of customers are eligible and millions of Californians are being impacted by outages.


133 Best practices for providing clean energy to low-income communities can be found at the Low-Income Solar Policy Guide, a project of Vote Solar and allies, at https://www.lowincomesolar.org/
Incentive programs and other policies should place a special focus on creating “community resilience hubs,” by adding solar + storage to existing well-used community centers that aid communities during outages and disasters. Community input about where best to locate these hubs must be considered.

Policy should also focus on deploying resilient clean energy on tribal lands, which are often located in high fire threat districts and which support communities of color. Blue Lake Rancheria, located in Humboldt County, provided a model for success when the casino’s clean microgrid supported the local community during power outages, including keeping a gas station running and housing medically vulnerable people in hotel rooms. Funding and/or technical assistance should be allocated to tribal governments who want to move expeditiously to install clean microgrids and access SGIP and other funds.

Finally, we must protect public health, including for the many people in low-income communities and communities of color who have asthma and other respiratory problems, by tightening emissions regulations for diesel and gasoline backup generators. Current policy assumes the generators will only be used in emergencies, so are lax about emissions during power outages. But if outages are going to be a recurring feature of fire season, BUGs are going to be used far more often. Regulators should anticipate many more hours of operation and require more stringent pollution controls.

Ensuring the ability of first responders and other critical facilities to protect public safety must be a priority. The SGIP Equity Resiliency budget can be used for critical facilities in or near fire risk zones, but outages and disasters such as earthquakes can happen anywhere. SGIP will never scale up to serve the tens of thousands of critical facilities all across the state that should be prepared for such contingencies.

Moreover, local governments often report they need technical assistance and other help determining which critical facilities are best suited for clean microgrids, putting together financing, issuing requests for offers and getting the projects installed and functioning. State agencies are best-suited to provide this technical assistance, directly or through consultants.

The CEC has successfully demonstrated clean microgrids on critical facilities like the Blue Lake Rancheria and Fremont fire stations, cutting utility bills by 20 to 60 percent while providing energy security. "For the critical facilities it was clear that the

---

resilience aspect of those microgrids really resonated with the end customers, and they saw the value,” the CEC’s David Erne told Greentech Media.135

The next challenge is financing resilient clean energy deployment. A pioneer in this area is the City and County of San Francisco, which got a $1.3 million federal grant to survey and map critical facilities, develop a new software tool, do financial analysis, and then select a dozen facilities as best candidates for deployment.136 To fund implementation of these projects, the City is working with their capital planning department, speaking with philanthropic donors, and exploring grant opportunities.137 A state financing tool would rapidly accelerate the process.

Schools are a unique opportunity for rapidly deploying energy resilience. Using the Prop 39 program, almost 2,000 California schools went solar, but only 65 schools installed batteries. Adding storage to solar schools would be a quick and cost effective way to create energy resilient community centers.

Statewide, voters are considering Proposition 13 in March 2020, a $15 billion facilities bond for schools. Section 41 of the measure includes energy improvements as eligible for funding.138 If approved, the bond could provide the means to add batteries to solar schools. Sacramento lawmakers also finalizing plans for a $4 billion climate resiliency bond for the November 2020 ballot, some of which could fund resilient clean energy.

While financing is vital, in some cases mandates may be needed. Cell phone towers, long-term care and assisted living facilities, dialysis centers and other critical facilities without current backup requirements should be required to install a minimum of 72 hours of backup power, with an obligation to consider clean technologies before choosing to use only fossil BUGs.

**PROVIDE STATE FINANCING FOR LOCAL INFRASTRUCTURE**

**KEY RECOMMENDATIONS**
- Use the California Infrastructure and Economic Development Bank to provide low-cost financing for local government deployment of resilient clean energy systems
- Create public-private venture to finance solar + storage for small businesses
- Use IBank to lower the cost of private finance, through loan guarantees

A common theme for these priority areas is the need for easy, low-cost, and scalable finance. If passed, the new Prop 13 could be a way to deploy resilient clean energy on schools across the state. But there are many thousands of other critical facilities, typically

---


137 San Francisco Department of the Environment, Solar and Energy Storage for Resiliency (Solar Resilient), https://sfenvironment.org/solar-energy-storage-for-resiliency

owned by local governments, that could be crippled by power outages or other disasters. SGIP storage incentives and a portion of the climate resiliency bond funding, if passed, will not be sufficient to support all of those with financial need. The state should create a scalable financing mechanism dedicated to resilient clean energy for local governments.

A good vehicle could be the California Infrastructure and Economic Development Bank (IBank), which Prop 13 would also use. The IBank has broad authority to issue tax-exempt and taxable revenue bonds, provide financing to public agencies, provide credit enhancements, acquire or lease facilities, and leverage state and federal funds.

In 2015, IBank established the California Lending for Energy and Environmental Needs (CLEEN) Center to invest in clean energy and energy efficiency projects. The Center’s Statewide Energy Efficiency Program (SWEEP) provides financing to municipalities, universities, schools, and hospitals for energy measures, and to cities for LED street light upgrades. While the CLEEN Center has financed over $1.4 billion for water infrastructure, it has supported only two clean energy projects in the past four years, totaling around $10 million in loans, neither directly connected to energy resilience.

IBank could also start a public-private partnership to finance solar + storage deployment by small businesses, helping them reduce the cost of outages. IBank has a Small Business Finance Center (SBFC) that offers loan guarantees for small businesses that experience capital access barriers or suffer from disasters. The Disaster Relief Loan Guarantee Program, which provides loan guarantees of up to $1 million for borrowers in declared disaster areas, was recently revived after many years of inactivity, but has not yet reported any actions. This program could be used to help businesses prepare for and survive PSPS events.

Businesses and local governments can also partner with developers who can provide upfront financing and take advantage of federal tax credits. This “third party finance” strategy is being used for storage installations by schools that went solar with help from the Prop 39 program. Public funds could be used to reduce the cost of finance, through loan guarantees for example. Since resilient power systems create revenue streams through energy savings, it’s possible that revenue bonds could be used, rather than taxpayer supported General Obligation bonds.

**TAKE MICROGRID R&D TO THE NEXT LEVEL**

**KEY RECOMMENDATIONS**

- Work on standardizing microgrid designs to drive down costs
- Demonstrate full-community or “village power” microgrids as an alternative to wires in dangerous terrain

Microgrids are still an evolving industry, with a tendency to customize each installation. While the CEC has funded successful demonstrations of clean microgrids, such projects have taken on a new urgency with wildfires and the PSPS. Further research and development should focus on driving down costs, easing deployment, and exploring how microgrids can cost-effectively replace conventional grid solutions.

Researchers at the Schatz Energy Center at Humboldt State University are working on a standardized microgrid design for the 12,000 gas stations and convenience stores in California. Many of these businesses share similar designs and energy needs, so creating an “out of the box” microgrid package has great potential to cut costs, and make sure the stations can pump gas during times of emergency.

Peter Asmus of Guidehouse points to the growing

---

139 See http://www.ibank.ca.gov/cleen-center/.
interest in “modular microgrids,” systems that can be “pieced together like Lego blocks, thereby shrinking design and deployment costs.” Vendors have reported cost savings of 30 percent using standard packages instead of custom designs.\(^\text{142}\) Similar standardization research could focus on particular types of critical facilities like schools, fire stations, nursing homes and wastewater treatment plants, among others.

A new round of CEC support should also pursue more ambitious goals of demonstrating fully off-grid communities in fire hazard and vulnerable zones, to enable the removal of problematic power lines. Some of these clean microgrids could connect to existing clean energy resources, such as by adding solar + storage and controls to existing biomass power plants and hydroelectric generators located in remote communities. This “village power” approach is common on islands and remote communities in Alaska; it can also be applied to cut fire risk.

**INTEGRATE ENERGY RESILIENCE INTO EMERGENCY PLANNING AND RESPONSE**

**KEY RECOMMENDATIONS**

- Revive local energy planning to ensure communities are ready for power outages
- Include energy planning in local hazard mitigation planning
- Incorporate clean energy into community preparedness programs like CERT

The power outages have shown that local governments need to take a much more active role in energy planning, such as by reviving the Local Energy Assurance Plan (LEAP) process. With funding from the 2008 federal stimulus program, about 43 California cities and counties developed LEAPs, to identify critical facilities, determine their energy needs, and establish plans and policies for increasing resilience.\(^\text{143}\) Funding for the program ran out in 2013, and it is now dormant.

Some communities put their LEAPs into action, like the small Central Valley city of Visalia. Visalia’s 2012 plan went into detail on the energy needs of critical facilities, both public and private, and identified gaps. In a notable gap, the plan found that seven facilities designated as American Red Cross shelters, despite being deemed “absolutely essential to maintain during an extended energy outage,” had no backup energy supplies. Only one of four radio transmitters used by emergency services had onsite backup power.\(^\text{144}\)

In recent years, the Visalia school district installed solar on all schools, to save money.\(^\text{145}\) In 2017, the district contracted to install battery storage at five of the schools, a deal expected to save the school district more than a million dollars over the 10-year contract, as well as provide resilient clean energy for disasters and outages.\(^\text{146}\)

The foresight of local leaders in Visalia can serve as a model for other communities. The Climate Center is proposing a modernized approach to LEAP, called Advanced Community Energy (ACE) planning, with expanded goals of decarbonization, job creation, and grid support.\(^\text{147}\)

---


\(^{143}\) Public Technology Institute, Local Government Energy Assurance Planning, www.energyassurance.us


The California Energy Commission could supply technical assistance to planning efforts across the state, starting in high-risk fire and PSPS zones. Power suppliers, like utilities and CCAs, must be at the table, and local planning, in turn, should guide utility and CCA planning. Once local governments have developed their grid resiliency plans, they could access state financing via the IBank as mentioned above to deploy clean resilient energy, if needed.

The CEC is already required to prepare a state energy assurance plan “with actions to identify and address energy threats or shortages that affect the public health, safety, or welfare.” The most recent plan was developed in 2014, and does not mention the PSPS policy.

Local governments do write Local Hazard Mitigation Plans (LHMPs), to plan for disasters and be eligible for grants from FEMA. Natural disasters can indeed cause major energy disruptions. In a 2014 report, the Association of Bay Area Governments (ABAG) estimated that a magnitude 7.9 earthquake (comparable to the 1906 earthquake) could knock out electricity supplies for a week and natural gas supplies for up to six months. But LHMPs don’t typically plan for intentional power outages like the PSPS.

In addition to emergency planning, energy resilience can be integrated into emergency response programs. The Community Emergency Response Team (CERT) Program organizes and trains volunteers for disaster preparedness. In some communities, neighborhood CERT groups are given an “emergency cache” of supplies, which can include a gasoline generator and fuel. A better approach is to recruit some of the million homes and businesses that already have solar panels to participate in CERT, to help equip them with batteries, perhaps via SGIP incentives, and have them serve as a resource to their neighbors during an outage.

CONCLUSION: THE BIG PICTURE

California faces two intertwined threats: the risk of devastating wildfires started by power lines, and power shutoffs intended to prevent the wildfires. While many solutions have been floated, we have focused on distributed energy technologies, chiefly the dynamic duo of distributed solar power + battery storage.

Solar + storage is extremely safe and reliable, increasingly affordable, good for the economy and the planet, and in line with state clean energy policies. We have shown that solar + storage offers solutions in all sizes, from streetlights to fire stations to whole towns, and that capabilities will continue to grow as prices fall. Still, we don’t see it as the only answer. Given the scale and urgency of the problem and its many contributing factors, we should and will see a variety of solutions deployed.

We do argue, though, that solar + storage should be given priority as a central element of the state government’s response to wildfires and power outages, not just as something that environmentalists like. Even with other solutions like grid hardening, vegetation management and land use reform, planned power outages will be a reality in California for years and maybe decades to come. That’s because our power grid is aging, climate change is making weather more extreme and utilities will continue to be financially liable for damages from fires caused by their equipment. While policymakers can and should seek to make planned outages less frequent, boosting the deployment of resilient clean energy is like an insurance policy, making those outages less harmful to Californians while keeping us moving toward our clean energy goals.

Battery storage in buildings is still nascent, but the growth of electric vehicles is rapidly driving down prices for batteries, whether mobile or stationary. The power shutoffs have triggered unprecedented interest in storage, especially among the million California customers who have already gone solar.

Solar + storage is in many ways better than conventional solutions. It is faster than grid hardening, cheaper than undergrounding, cleaner and safer than fossil backup generators, and it provides value every day, making it ultimately more cost effective than fossil BUGs.

But without clear guidance and direction from policymakers, business-as-usual reactions will lock us into inferior approaches, and set us up for continued risk, expense, and failure. Now is the time for bold action to encourage resilient clean energy.
A microgrid is an interconnected set of electricity loads, generation, and storage that can operate while connected to or disconnected from the larger grid. Microgrids can be big enough to power whole college campuses or towns, or small enough to power a single home.

California is a national leader in clean microgrids, which rely mostly or fully on renewable power sources. This appendix provides a sample of ten clean microgrids operating or being built around the state. Vote Solar strongly supports removing barriers to the growth of clean microgrids as means of promoting public safety and resilience, and as a response to growing climate impacts and power shutoffs.

Many, although not all, of these microgrids have been supported by state R&D grants. Since 2009, the California Energy Commission (CEC) has disbursed millions in grants focused on demonstrating microgrids on critical facilities and on microgrids with high levels of renewable energy. Grant funding for the projects has come from the Electric Program Investment Charge (EPIC), a ratepayer-funded energy innovation research program.150

1. Blue Lake Rancheria Microgrid

ONLINE DATE: 2017

The Blue Lake Rancheria is located on tribal land in the Humboldt Bay area. It sits at the junction of three tectonic plates and is subject to heavy rainstorms, forest fires, and frequent power outages.

The Rancheria houses a low-carbon microgrid that provides reliable backup power to tribal government offices, EV charging, a convenience store and gas station, and a hotel and casino. During the power shutoffs of 2019, this microgrid was a valuable resource for the community and provided power credited with saving medically dependent people’s lives.

Additional info
https://schatzcenter.org/blrmicrogrid/
2. City of Fremont, Fire Stations Microgrids

ONLINE DATE: 2015

The City of Fremont won a state grant to develop microgrids at three fire stations. Each microgrid consists of a parking lot canopy photovoltaic system, battery energy storage, and an energy management system that controls the system automatically. During an outage, the microgrid will provide at least three hours a day of power for critical loads. It was designed and installed by Fremont’s Gridscape Solutions. A four year trial period recently ended, and the project is now fully operational. It is expected to save Fremont $215,000 in utility bills over ten years, along with cutting carbon dioxide emissions by around 80,000 pounds per year.

Additional Info

3. Stone Edge Farm Microgrid

ONLINE DATE: Now operational: developed between 2013 and 2018

During the Sonoma County fires in 2017, the Stone Edge Farm microgrid operated continuously for 10 days while neighbors lost power as a result of wildfires. It again rode through PG&E’s Public Safety Power Shutoffs in the fall of 2019.

The microgrid at the farm, spa and vineyard features solar, a fuel cell and hydrogen electrolyzer, a microturbine, and 10 types of batteries, plus offers educational tours. Even when the farm was evacuated, operators continued to manage the microgrid’s operation remotely.

Additional Info
https://microgridknowledge.com/microgrid-stone-edge/
https://sefmicrogrid.com/microgrid-systems/components-technologies/

4. Santa Rita Union School District Microgrids

ONLINE DATE: 2018

Santa Rita Union School District serves about 3400 kids near Salinas, many of them Latino and from farm worker and other low-income families. The district sees power outages fairly regularly because it is rural with a constrained grid in the Monterey Bay area. In 2016, school leadership looked into getting backup power, and while they considered diesel generators they decided to take a cleaner path.

Santa Rita Union installed solar + storage at seven of their schools. The solar savings generated by net metering are being used to repay the cost of the system. The storage can discharge for up to 7 hours, while the solar will recharge the storage every day, making the system able to provide power indefinitely. The middle schools are designated emergency shelters which can be powered by the microgrid.

Additional Info
5. Laguna Wastewater Treatment Plant Microgrid

ONLINE DATE: Still in the interconnection process

In Santa Rosa, Trane US is installing solar and storage at an existing wastewater treatment plant to expand its energy capabilities as a microgrid, including the ability to provide ancillary services to the grid. The project includes solar, storage, and an existing combined heat and power (CHP) plant running on natural gas and biogas from the sewage treatment operations. The project is supported by a grant from the California Energy Commission.

Additional Info

6. Borrego Springs Microgrid

ONLINE DATE: 2015

Borrego Springs is a quaint town of about 3,400 people set against the Anza-Borrego Desert about 90 miles east of San Diego. Summers are extremely hot, and because it lies at the far end of a transmission line, the town has suffered frequent power outages. Borrego Springs’ turn to a microgrid was spurred by a local calamity, a 2007 wildfire that took down its transmission line. After the fire, San Diego Gas & Electric won a grant from the U.S. Department of Energy to build a demonstration microgrid in the community. All of Borrego Springs can island for several hours during the day and designated critical loads can island at night.

Additional Info

7. UC San Diego Campus Microgrid

ONLINE DATE: In operation for decades, moving more to clean energy recently

University of California at San Diego has developed a microgrid that provides almost all of the heat and power to the campus of the campus of 45,000 people and 450 buildings. It also serves as a research platform for innovative technologies. The campus hosts a variety of battery technologies, supercapacitors, solar panels, fuel cells, used EV batteries, and rapid EV chargers. The campus microgrid is able to serve as a demand response partner with SDG&E, both absorbing and exporting power to the grid.

Additional Info
https://www.greentechmedia.com/articles/read/byrom-washom-master-of-the-microgrid
8. Mountain View-Los Altos High School District Microgrid

**ONLINE DATE:** 2011

In 2011, Mountain View-Los Altos High School District (MVLA), in the heart of Silicon Valley, installed 1.26 MW of solar to meet half its energy needs. To cut utility demand charges they later installed a 1.08 MWh battery, saving $86,000 per year. The battery system is owned and operated by ENGIE Storage, resulting in no capital outlay by the school district. The monthly fee is less than the bill savings from the battery system. The campuses also have 28 electric vehicle charging stations.

**Additional Info**

9. Humboldt County Airport Microgrid

**ONLINE DATE:** Groundbreaking spring 2020, estimated complete by December 2020

Redwood Coast Energy Authority (RCEA) is partnering with the Schatz Energy Research Center (SERC) at Humboldt State University, PG&E, and the County of Humboldt to build a 7-acre, 2.25 MW solar array and battery energy storage system at the California Redwood Coast – Humboldt County Airport. The microgrid will provide electricity to the airport, a U.S. Coast Guard Air Station, a nearby animal shelter and a few other nearby businesses during power outages.

**Additional Info**

10. Santa Rita Jail Microgrid

**ONLINE DATE:** 2012

Alameda County’s Santa Rita Jail houses 4000 inmates in Dublin, California. The microgrid system, installed by Chevron Energy Solutions, has multiple components, including 1.5 MW of solar, a 1.0 MW molten carbonate fuel cell, five small wind turbines, back-up diesel generators, and a 2 MW/4 MWh lithium ion battery.

**Additional Info**
https://building-microgrid.lbl.gov/santa-rita-jail
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